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_chi.D!t, it 80011 becoree eY1dent tbat then tat

than there 18 to the meet ul:bra-mcdem of all meobard.co-electric

caaput;ena. Kart 18 a great deal more tbD .. atcR1etic
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aapea

of

of a peJ'oeptual l'flOtor eld.ll ..

Deliber (196Q) baa dee:oribed a pe~ptual ~ .. ora wblob baa two

properties 81.IlultMe0U8l1"

1) 1t 1a aeJW1t1_ to cenairl tJpea of tmfft'I7 or

info.rmatiCG, and 2) 1t ia capable wban

proper17

_napa that in tl.'ll'ft IIlOd11)' the output of

perceptual.

u eMrtr1
81IKNllt

or

~

n1mttlated of del1....r1rc

the~.

He ther.a definee a

u one that relatel: 1nput to output. IJtpU\

~

a qeteJl frQl without

and output

that which a qetem prociucu in "

0Ill

be def'1ned

as that. which, or the

&1'f'e!l lqt,h

of t1.-.

In tbe aoqu181Uon of • percepWal motor aldll, belftwar, 1\ ill 110\

1

cnl7

2

input 'Which facilitates increases in per.formance, but also .feedback. English
and Fnglish (1958) def'1ne feedback in organisms as lithe se1lS017 report. of the
somatic result of a behavior:

e.g. the kinesthetic report that indicates the

speed and extent ot a movement. 11

(P. 2(4)

However, in the human organism, it seems as though certain motor learniDg
can take place witho-..rt the ordin&l7 input and feedback which is normal.lT

characteristic of motor learning.

Certain studies have been reported in

which mental or imagin&r7 practice has been shown to be e.f'.fective in
f'acUitating significant improvements in a varlet)" o.f perceptual motor tasks.
(The reader is directed to Chapter II in which the studies referred to bere

are reviewed.)
Ii' the input - feedback - output schematic is to be adhered to in the

light o.f these studies on imaginary practice, it appears then that a certain
"interoal input" and a unique kind of .feedback are operative in these
instances.
P01IJ8r8, Clark and MacFarland (1960) have written a gene1"8l feedback

theorr ot human behavior from an initial.ly" theoretical ph7sics point

or view.

It appears as though there is agreement between the two tn>es of feedback
For these
-feedback is wholl)" intemal to a system, involving

presented above, and the Powers at ale conception of feedback.
investigations, one t;ype of

closed loops which do not croes the input or output 'boundaries of the qatem
(lIIUCh like what would be operative in im.I&1nar7 practice), and tile other is
the type in which the feedback path exists throuah the output bounda17,

passe. throuah the enviraaJalt and re-entere at the input boundal7. the rest
of the loop being completed within the system.

Both twes

or feedback can

3
e:x18t

s1mul~.

It ;ppeara, tben, that in pel'eeptual motor learning, input can come frOl'l
a var.i.ety of eourcee, such a. vision, audition, 'touch

a nwult of input, certain output

01"

em

imagination, end

&II

performance 18 noted t..m.1ch in tum

creates feedback allowing the o~

to CIOneot :f:t.s

~t

pattcmw.

Th18, of courae) i8 a grosae1mpl1t1cat1on of the 't.ruly complex proeee8 of

learm.r.g a motor skUlin

~1C8

te:.rm1nolosy, yet it still conveys the

basic tp,anner in \."bich input, feedback and output. relate in a single system.

l",bat 18 being attempted itt th1a dis_rtation 1& an investigation of tbe

comparatiw e!fectivell888 of ctUtenmt t)rpes of plUt108 involving different
a."OOUtlts end kinde of 1JJput and tead.baok 1nf'ontdlt1m in the acquisition of two

perceptul motor sldl.ls. l'm.

exp11oitJ~, J

this reaearch _;,.. t.o compare t.ha

effecti'V8lW;. of Beldam or never used methods of practice with ortbcd_

methods in the acquisition and owr.all

imp~

in a pUl"81.'dtmailer task

ani an up,d.de-dOlCl alphabet printiDI tuk. 137 a.oqu1s1t1on 18 m88l'l\ the rate
a\ Which individuals practice in a particular tattk.

B. T:pea of P1"8.ct1ce.
The dit.ferent t,-pes of practice de"rised for compar1sm in this et'Ud;y w11'J
be deacr1 bed by tbe operaUona pertorDlKl by subjecte in using each type

ot

practice. ?,ach t)138 of praot1ce \:ill &lao be dNcr1bad for the sour. . of
input end feedback information appan:mt~ available to the subjecte.

All of

tbe aUferent t:tf". of practice tdll be applied to tbe alphabet ~1ng tuk

au! the

rotar.Y

pursuit tuk 'd.th speci.f1cationa concerning number of trials

pnt.cticed, length or tr1a18, eto. to t .. gl:nm in a diacunion of procedure.

1. Actual Orthodox Practice (.lOP)
The orthodox wumer

consiBt of

act1"'~

at practice for the pUJ'8U1.t.DIeter task l<lould

pursuing a ~Vftlvini metal disc embedded in a oircular

mo.son:tte tumtabl.& top with a .f'luihle handle w1rest.ylue. 'the ortbodo;:
manner of practicing the alphabet p:r:1nt1ng task wuld consist of aetua1l7
printing the eap1tal lette!9 upa1&!l OownJ !rem right to lett in each line on

a sheet of peper so that 1f the papw were inverted, the letters

t'lould appear

right aim up end in alphabetioal order.
i',bat sources of ini'orm.tion ~ aveileble to a subjeCt h

be uses Actual

Orthodox Practice in leaming the p1;l'nIU1_ter teak?

at

8

To begin with, tbe aub3ect

~

coMtant. epMCl of 60 rpa.

Tt,bel'1

a

traek8 the .tal diGo as it revolvw

read7

Iigbal 18 giftn e.nc1 finally a

start e1gnal, the fJ't71ua 18 drop;_ upon the tumtab1e aD1 a

~

nrles of mcd1t1catimw between input in t..- of where \l'8 disc 11 aeen to

be and output in

te~ of pul"tNing

modUioat1ane are 1'Hl1aed bJ

the din with the stylus axe etteate4. The

muoular~. . . . .

feedback concem1:rlg error or diecrepaac.y

~

reau1.\ of

~

where the stylue 18 and where

it ebotlld be in older to . . . contact with tbe 418c. 1;ben a uive
~ 8.

"h11;" or in otber

w~,

$ub.1e~

etrects contact'bet1leen the d.1sc and the

etyl\l$, a ncl1ck" can 'be heard f'rcm the t1Ja1ns

~

being engaged..

~hi8

is a .furtmr source of ini'on'IIDtion 'be1ng ted back to tb8 -,3.ct far it telle
b:1m of aU008e8 in termIJ of an aud1w17 route.
and the stw1us make contact.

T}'l.en, too, he can eee the d1sc

The mov. .nt. are a cont.inuous _riM of

a,,_.pta to reduce elTOr aM incre_ the UlOUBt of t1_ on tarpt.l'bia
procedure 11

~

tor

80 . . ,

trial. per dq for

80

Sl\1 dqe.

S
!bet. ., then. appear to be the sour. . of input

.at feedback for purau1t-

_tar learning by Acttal OrthodO& PracUee.
Kinda of Input and Feedback:

Visual,
1. Seeing the d180 revolrtng.
2. See1q the _.1us bitting the di.c.

ADdit0l71
1. Heari.ng 011. . . . a "hittt 18 ade (thus the _jeet
lmowe how vell he 18 doing).

2.

Hearing

8cratchel ... the

,-1_

ptD."IIUe8 the

din_

Muscular.

1. Am . .01.., lIloviJ31 anti report,lDe feedback
2. Hand muscle. mov1ng aM nrport1ng teedback

3,

~

m.uaclea moving

and repo:rUDg feedback

conect1ve
~ue

be1nl effected
Bow do 1:n.put and feedback operate 1n a subject who 18 ueing Actual

Ol"thodox Practice to leam the alphabet printing teak?

!he subject 1. confronted with

It

bId plece of paper upon whioh be 18 t

print the letters of the alphabet which be knows trom rote 1I8IlO17 as well .a

it 1, poeail:S1e to 1mov ~g in ups1de down poe1t1ona. !he 8t.1bJect JIfIlR
UH h1a

MJIlOJ.1 of tbe letters as a basis tor printing the lettol"8 upaide doe

acCOZ"t11ng to the 1rJatructions. lot conaiderinc the 1natructl0D8, then. the
init1al1D.put in thie cue thu ar1su from 1Jmlde the organ1am.

\-ibm

tbe

s1gnal. to start is given. the subject usee put knowledge of tbe lettera 1ft

their normal poelticme to pr1n'b them. in the 1nverted. order.

A8 the

subjen

6
print. a letter, viwal and motor :tMt\baek are available to Mm.

If there 1.

no discrepancy or error between the inVerted. engram Cu devised b7 the -3410\,
and the Y1su.o-JIJOW feedbaok

~ming

1tl.at baa been printed, be can continue

to the ne1\ letter.

Error can .,abel- into the system in
inver\ed a8 1t becoma. :1nput into the

coord:ination or output

t1ID ~ I

syanem,

1) a letter 14

1nCOl"l"ect.l7

1n wh10b cue 1I&Otol'.

which prints the letter vill find no

error. and 2) wen

a letter is o02"ntCtly invertecl u it becomee input but cOM'Oion of mucular

pattern
The

~

vil"tue of habituation cauae. an incorrect. cbaraoter to be primed.

qatet...,. or JIU17 not

detect the error

de'pe~1ng

on the selt-initiate4,

taek-dete:mine4 epeed of ou~J wb1ch it slow woutcl make

likely to be teNdtive to incongruitiH

-

~

input,

the qat. more

out~,

and feedbaok.

Om:$ the 0 hNJ C<m\pleted a trial, he 18 asked to count the total 1'IUIiber

of charact.en that he . . able to

a~1ah

1n that trial.

1'be WOl'Wlticm.

as to how well 116 18 doing (m terms of the Jl\31ber of letten aceomplJ..sW)

also eel"'WMt u teedbaok to the 8Ub3ect so t1st em tbe nat
~ter

~, he . . . .

to

vhat he baa dODlpnrvioua17.

!base, then, appear to be tbe eourcu of input and feedbaok tor dftelop1ng pertO'l"aftOe impl'OV8!81'lt in the alphabH pl"1n\1ns tuk

Practicer
V1aualt
1.

Seeing

tbe printed letter.

2. Seeins the 1*'1 make the letter.
AuditorJl

1.

HMring tla pen ..

it make. aoUl'lia.

b:I A($ual OrtbtJdax

1
l{uecular I

1.

Am muscles 1'lO'V1ns: and reporting feedback

2.

Hand. muscle. mov1ng

am

Aa correcti".

report1ng feedback

3. E;,ye rmwc1ea moving and reporting feedback
Knowledge!

1. Kl'lOWS how

~

obaraotel'8 he haa pr.l.nted.

1128 other t)tpee of practice to be considered u111 deviate from Actual
Orthodox Practice 1n terms c';f the an.ounts and ktnda of 1npu't and feedback

available tor ach1e'\l'1.n; increases 1n perforsnance efficiency.
2.

Ime.g1nary Pract4ce (Il')

Holt (196b) hal recently 8hotm that the t.op1c

or 1.mage17 i. mak1na

a slaw bt'$ m:ther wceentul return to the peychological ereene. III th1a
.~riment,

eu'bjecta using l'ag1n1U7 Practice to leam the t/t."O tuk8 under

aoneideratim ldll be requetrted to btq1ne the
neoeuarr to

a~

auojecte 'WOuld heft

the du1red end.

to 1mag.1ne

l'IlO,,.nenw lib1ch

mnilii be

In 'the pu:nNi\1neter tuk, then,

matd.ng tbI c1rcular am movfllllUmta

neceeeQ"y to make contact'ti1th the revolving d1ao.

AOP must I.am to make the circular

8l"'II

movemente I

that

aN

Just .. aubjecte ,wing
80

too must the subject

using IP e£fect1:,.1;y .follON the diec with his eyes u 1t nwolvea aDd

~

hie arm mov1l'JC 1n a circular pattern in ol'de'r to make contact with tbe disc.

He l'llUat be able to aobi..- th1s nthout aetmalll mald.ng fU'O' aovementa of the

The input 1mol"l8Cl here is ent1rely intenor to tbe ayetea aa 1t

f1mctions.

HO'H8Y'e~.

there are col'lt1:ngene1ee operating w'hich force one to

look: more close17 at the question' of l'.ma.g1na:q Practiae in teme of input ad

6
fee4back.
Freel1'.:m (19)1) incl1cated that mental Hark, and imagination is genenall,.

recognized

DB

a ld.nd of mental work.

tlSS ~U)compan1ed

by varlationa in muscle

tensions. He had cbtained. photographio reaiatrat1nn of the thickening o£
several muacle groups during Mfttal \-'Orle. This indicated aOll\e valid and
important mridence

or the

spn'i8.d of

ne~ar

acti'fity durln, mental velie

Muscle action poteSltiala he". nat only been found in BtJneral!18d meat.al

activity. J &co'been (1929) found that in subjects treined in the lUbtle art
of 'tprog;ressive :relua't1ont" v.h.en in a relaxed set and told to 1mai1ne doing
any om of a number of aotione. a. daf1n1te action pOttmt1al. vu reoorded in
~~'

the spec1fic mu:ecle group inwlYed in the

action.

The average value action potenUsl found for :tmas1n1rlelifting a 10
poun:l \-'eight although UllCOr.rected.

for error wee bl microvolts. The

awJ%'agtt

value act:!. on potential atso uncorrected for error fran ti8 right. b10epa
braoi'J.al Ng.l. on in .uob. t.a:81aJ ..

~ng

climbiDg a rOt:.. , :1JIJ.ai1n1ng pumping

a bic:tcle tire, 1magUd_ obi.tming Cltlft8S1t and a number 01 otbe r 1:maa1rtar7
taak8 . . about

26 m:1Cl"O'f'Olte.

!be disoaver,y that action poteDtiala

ann

in electrodes connected 'dth

spec1f1c t"lUC1.. during the proce_ of imagination 01" recollecU.on
muscular

~

log1eslly lead. to the qwtat10n

ot wbetb.er

at some

the t1bere.

involved aetua117 ooutrect.
J~

had

(1929) dN1gn&d an eJq)Grlment to

set. He arranged a lever

80

"""1" the q'IlUtion which ..

tbst u.n.c.ler controlled cc.nH.tiona,

neaten

of

the right ann could be magnified about 80 t.1mea an.d 1"8ool'dGd photograpbioal17

sJ,ong vi tb tbe ution pGtent1al curve.

9
The reaults indioatAd

that after a signal for the subject to

iDwg1ne

steadily bending his right arm or to illWgine lifting a 10 pound weight in a
like manner, the lever records a nezion of the am. Generally, the flexion
is of m1croaoopic extent.

\-ben a second signal was {riven, the subject . .

i:netrucW to relax Illl1 llmScular tenai<ma present and the lever would
.udd.e~

retum. to the position it bed while the arm lIfaa at reat. '"hen

control trials were conducted in wh:l.eh subjects imagined bending the lett arm
or lifting the w-eight with that arm, no Jdcl"08copic nexton of the right

IU'm

and no aetion potentiale went noted or reoo:rdecl from tlw right biceps rep.ot'I.
After weighing his evidence and that gl.ea!1Eld frat other pbyaiological

literature, Jacobaen conclud.. that t.he detection of aotion-potential.s in
muaclea during .. prooasa of iag1rd.ng their

m~nt

al.\;lays signified the

presence of the short;eD1nl of MUScular tibEtn.
The speculative question to ba proposed here i8 this.

muscle fibers haw been shown to shorten during 1maginar,

It epecU1e
~nt

muscles. can one logically upect that some afferent fibers

of thoaa

USOc1fttet!

w1th

or near the MUScle fibers being shortened constitute a tnJe ot implicit teed.back to the central nenowt system concerning the movement imagined?

the mana by
the task?

~'b1ch

subjects learn dart throwing when tb17 leam t'1

Is thi8

~

Do these minute e,fterent aotion potentiala give rise to gradual

refinement of motor

~

with

the

aid of implicit Jdcroeoopic

art.rent

potentials throuP some anal)'tio oent.re1 nervoua I1178tem action?
In the alphabet. printing task, the subject.a would 8imply i_gina print
the lattans f'4 the alphabet upside down without actuall,. mald.ng UI7

l:~ovemente

The sa_ points ooneidered above for the purrru1tmeter task are applloable

10
he:te and a rehashing of then would simply be redundant.

In order to meaningfully compare the :reaults of the alpba.bet printing
AOP and IP, the number of trial. practiced would be the sa....

~'

The same point

can berosde for the pursu1tmeter task although the two t.ask8 will not have an
equal. number of trlala per day or an equal ntmi:>(';r of dsys practice. This 1aat

point will be esplained more fully in a deaor.1ption of the procedure follaad

in the testing of subjects in the two tasks.

3. Imaginary and Actual Orthodox Practice (I+AOP)
The aubjectspraaticing the t'NO

taw

in this manner would spend one-

hal.f of their trial. per clq in Imaginarr Practice 88 described previously
and one-haU" of their trials per dq in Actual Orthodox Practice.

Tb.t9y would

simpl,. altemate types of practice on alternate tr1als. !he total n'l.1mber of
trials per day and the total nUtllber of' days practice would be the same as the
mabel' of trials and number of days usec1 in Actual Orthodox Practice.
using th:i.s type of practice, one oan

ga'l'~

In

the e.tteet1ftneaa of a combination

of the input and feedback ducribed in lOP and the speculative 1nternel input
and feedback described in IF.

4.

Reduced Actual Orthodox Praot1ce CHAOP)
The subjects using th1a practice or.lentation wouldbaw the same

t,pes of input end feedback aftUable to them as the eubjecta in lOP but the
amot~

at .lOP f;auld be

~uoec1

by OM-hait.

The aubje-cts in t,bia i1"Oup would

actually practice 48 much aa the subj9Cts in the I+AOP group.

5.

Continually Correct Practice (CCp)
A queartion which hae prennted itse1£ to th1a experimenter while

reading about the corrective, error-l'8duc1n.g !unction of feedback is this:

11
How much would increuea in performance be tecilitated by practicing the tvo
tasks unc1.'Jr consideration 11 all the movements being made were cont1nuall7

correct?
In learning the pur8u1tmeter task by Continually Correct practice in a
rigid, non-fiexibl. handle wire stylus would be solidly attached to the metal
disc.

SUbjects 'WOuld hold onto the handle and the turntable would begin to

tum at 60 rpm.

},8

a subject holds onto the st)rlus handle, he oan make l()()%

contact with the diso by simply holding onto the st,'lus handle which is

sol1dly attached to the disc as the disc revolves and the stylus pivots about
the disc.

SUbjects learning the alphabet printing task by this method would first
print the capital letters of the alphabet right eide w.> end from lett to rlgh1

on a "9tlge.

'l'he7 wuld then tum the page upside dmm so that

they would be

oonfronted with all the letters of the alphabet as the)' look upside

rm

d~"l1.

subjects \/Ould practice for the same number o£ trim per day tor the u:ne
nUlllber of c1qs as subjects of the AOP group by traeing directly on top

ot the

upside down letters before them.
"'1th this twe

ot practice

the feedback com.i.ng into the organism as a

reeul t of movements COJIlpleted is not report1ng error but rather a continual
series of correct

~nts.

Theoretically, the Otily

v1a~

knw1edge of results which can be reported back imc the

a)'stem

feedback

is error fl_

1,':111 this type of practice be more ·effeotiva than the .foedback in AOP

1ilich reports errore or d3.serepmcies
state? This is

practice.

es"ntia1~

~

8m

the de.ired and the present

what is being investigated by this means of

12

6. Indtation Practice (ImP)
This type 01" practice is pattemed attar .lOP.

In the pursu1tmeter

task, subjects using Imitatlon Practice would have a rigid handle wire stylus
with which they would pursue the disc.
pursue the disc an inch or
they

..w.ate or

80 above

However, they would only be al.l.owd to

the revolving turntable.

In this wq,

"1m1 tate" .lOP but they would be laclclna certain input and

feedback.
The sources of lnput and teedbac1c would be:

Visuals

1. SeeiDc the d1ac revolviDa.
2.

Seeina the stylus abow the disc.

Muacular:

1.

Al'Dl JIWSOles JIO'ti.ns and report1na teedbaclc

As

2.

Hand IlWIcles SriPiDl and reporting feedback

correctlve

3. E1e

muscles moving and report1D& feedback

rouah

Jllnemel'lts are

beiDa
eftected.
IDowledp of Baaultsa

1.

Roush 1Dtoration .. to

how weU orpni_ is clo1Dg 1Ih1ch 1a

cleteftd.ned by the appl"OX1mate a]' pwnt of stylus and revolY1n&

disc.
Imitation Practice tor the alphabet pr1nt1Dg taalc conslsts in hold:i.Ds
a ball point pen and

Mk1na

all the capltal !etten upside down tram r.Lgbt to

lett with "pbantOll" impressions without

actuall7 malc1rc arrr mark8 on

paper. SUbjects in this W&7 "imitate" the

~t8

the

ot.lOP but the,y lack

13
certain of the sources of input and feedback that .lOP readUy yields.

Sources of input and feedback for ImP would be:

Visual:
1. Seeing the pen JIlOV1ng in the
2.

Shape8

of the letters.

Sae1n& a ftphantom" impression of the letter.

(An iDlpl'88.ion

of the letter which i8 _de but 1ih1ch one can only set a

naet1Di glimpse of aince it i8 not

peZ"lllAll8lltl.y recorded.)

Muacu1ar:

1. .1.1'11& auaclea IIIOriDC and report,ina feedback

Aa letters

2. Hand . .cl.e8 IIO'V'1n& and 1"8port1D& feedback

3.

.z,. DlU.8Cle8 IIOV1.Ds and

report1n& feedback

cons1dered.

ltnowledp of Results:

1. SUbJects know bow far they' pt, but cannot. . . the actual
printed picture of the letters.
Bow well will tb18 twe of practice facilitate ilC>rove.at in actual.l7
pursuing

a

revolvtna disc

and sctual.l.7 printiDS the letters upa1de down in

cootrut to .lOP?
7.

Practice with 10 Knowledge of Results (PHR)
The phrase

ttno

kno1Il.edp of re8\lltalt i8 in real.1ty quite a relative

consideration ae Aaton t 8 (19$6) a.zot,1cle on the aubject :reveala.

'l'bua, the

specific vq in which knowledge of reaults i8 prohibited trom returning to the
subject as teedback mu.at be 8P8c1t1call7 spelled out.
In the pursu1tr.ter task we can eliminate the cUcld.ng sound of the

cumulative t1.-r be1n& activated when a "hitlt 1s ude. We can &lao el.1Jtd.rsate
tel.l.1na the subject bow UDT seconds out of the total IlUZIIber ot seconcla
practice that he ,.,.1 ned on target.

Tb1a

atuq

proposed to el1m1nate botb

!"''''t!~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-

- -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - ,
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sources of feedback concerning knowledge of performance. Except for knowledp
of pertol"mlnCe in the wq described above, then, subjects practice in the . _

manner and for the

8IIID8

amount of time and with the .ame rest pawses ..

subjects in the lOP group.
The sources of feedback available

twe

tor subjects us1D& this

of practic

ue as follows:
Visual.

1. Seeing the disc revolving.
2.

Seeing the at;ylus

mald.ni contact

with the disc.

Muscu.'l.ar1

1. Hand muscles mov1Dg and l'8po:rt1Dg feedback

As corrective

2. Arm muscles JJJOVi.rIg and reporting feedback
).

Eye DIWSCl.ea

IIIOV1.nI and reporting feedback

being

at~d.

Knowledge of performance in the alphabet pr1nt1na task vas l1m1ted 'by not
aJ.l.ow:1Dg the subjects

ot the PHltR group to count tbe number of letters

acCQq)lished attar each trial.
of how 111811 tb.q
i

were do1nc

by'

They cCNld, hCMW'8r, obtain a

tald.Dc notice ot

Z'OUIh estimate

how J8Ilf¥ pr1nted J.1nes of the

alphabet they bad accomplished in 8D7 pven trial.

This is a less refined and

accurate method. of deterra:i.D.ing P1"O&Nsa, but the subject who is

exp8<J".&.IIDU1.......U

alert could use this as an indicator of performance iq>rovement.
In discuaa1n& the question of knowledge of pertol"m8DCe, the reader can

well 1mag1ne how

consideration.

lmowled&e ot performance can be considered to

be a relativa

How IIRICh knowle4p does one probibit from being fed. back to

the organiam as wll .. what 1d.nd of knowledge are both relevant.

8. Ho Practice Control (IPC)
This practice orientation is not properly speaking a twa of

F-------------------------------------------------------------u

i

I

practice, but is meant more as a controlled condition or a 'basis for comparis
QU88tions relevant to the basic design of the experiment would best be considered here so that a correct understAndi.ng ot what is meant by No Practice
Control can be achieved.
Basically, tor either task, subjects are randomly' assigned to one

or the

eight practice poupa. 1'hey are given one AOP trial tram which is dlteJ'Dlined
their Pl'9-practice base score. '!'ben they practice the given task according to
the group to which they haw been randOll1.7 uaigned tor a given number of
trials per day tor a given number ot da,ys.
day, they once again use AOP.

On

the last trial of the last

1'he score obtained 1s the post-pract1ce score

and when the pre...practice soore is subtracted trom the post-practice score,
the amount of improvement can be noted.
Ho Pract1ce Control, then, is a tn>e of pract1ce in which subjects
part1c1pate in a pre-practice trial and a poat...pract1ce trial with no pract1ce
in between.

lNbat.ever 1ncreaae. 1n perto:rmanoe are noted are due to the errect

of the two trials

ot practioe.

In this way. one

C8D

coupare the effects of IF which uses onl7 two AOP

trials w1 th HPC which also uses only two AOP triala. 'l'hen the c:li.f'terences in
performance that are noted can be cons1dered as due to the uae of imac1nation.
The other t1P8s of pract1ce can alao be CQ1I)V8d with NPC to note the eftects

or

their unique characteristics on peri01'lZl8DCe

asa1nat

the etfects of NPC.

Thus, in actuality, NPC is a milDOlller, but 1t so adequately

C0DV878

the 1dea

interred that 1t 1s viewed as acceptable.
C.

Three Lines of General Inqu1r;y

The var1ou8 t1P8S
pared in tbNe

wq8a

or practice

discussed abow will be CQJJIlrehensi'¥8l3 C

1) By stipulatina .. series of ! priori hWothesis
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concerning the effectiveness of the various t1PEls of practice in facilitating
incraases in per£01"'.ID8llce; 2) by' inter-task comparison of the effectiveness of
the d1fierent types of practice~ and 3) by'

cOlll,Pa.rill&

the rate of use of input

and feedback aVal,lable as lJJ8UUl"8d by pJ.'OSN8S per trial per day with over-all

amount of improvement.

Each

or these

three lines

ot 1nqulr.y will now

be presented in a little

more datail.
1.

Specific H;v.potheses to be tested with various types of practice.

a. Hypothesis I
A question whioh can serve as • broad explanatory type of
directive

this hypothesis oan be formulated as tollow:

fat"

gross 8eM017'

re~s

Can reductions 10

.t8d back from specifio muscular IIO'V'8III8nte be supplanted

by'the oonoentrated use of 1mag1naUon 111 the acqu18itiOD of the two percept
motor tuka under cOI18id8ratiOll?

Imac11lU7 Practice i8 as et1'ective 18 Actual Ort.hodox Practice 10

would bel
the

A apecit1c statement of the null h1Pothe8is

lsam1n&
It is

of a pUl'SUitmlter task and an upside down alphabet pr1DtiDg task.

1l8Ceasv:r to

present a subaid1u7

~

which, 1£ accepted

" would lend yal1d1ty t.o arq conolusions drawn trom testing the above null

hJpot.hea1a.

Tbia 8ubaid1ar.r b1,potheais 18 as tollowr.

subjee1la w1ll not improve
.
I.

&8

Ho Practice Control

much as subjects us1ns IIMIinar.r Practioe,

althOUSh botb t)'P88 of practice nec_Siute

onlT two 1Irial.a

of Actual

Orthodox Prac1licej 1) • pl'8...practice trial. and 2) • post...p~ice trial.
b.

Hypothesis II
In this second hJpot.hu1s, a re£ol'Jlllllation of 1Ibe basic qwsst10n

in Hypothesis I is posed.

That is:

Can a combinatiOll of

arosa

sensoq

reports ted back tl"Oll1 specUic muscular mDV'8Il8nts and the concentrated use ot
nenta! practice or imagiDation equal the aftectiverwss of Ac1lual Orthodox

,1~~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Practice in the two perceptual motor tas1cs under consideration?
statement

or the null hWothesis would

be:

The specitic

A combination of Imaginary

Practice and Actual. Orthodox Practice is as eftective as Actual Orthodox
Practice in acqu1r.1ng a pursuitmeter task and. an alphabet printing task.
A subsidiary hypothesis which, i t accepted. would lend support to .tindingS drawn f'ram testing the above bwothesis is as tollow:

Reduced Actual

Orthodox Practice is not as effective as a combination ot Imaginary and Actual
Orthodox Practice, although, in elfect, both types of practice use an equal
number of AOP trials.
A second subsidi817 tvPotheais 1llbich it 18 neeess..,. to postulate, can
stated as follows:

Beduced Actual Orthodox Practice is not as effective as

Actual Orthodox Practice since Actual Orthodox Practice in the design of this
expel"imant uses twice as much practice as Reduced Aotual Orthodox Practice.
c.

Hwothesis III
'!'his l'qpotbesis also attempts to delve into a question of the

comparative effectiveness of cli.t'.tennt kinds of information fed back to
subjects as they leam the perceptual motor skills with certain moclif'1cations.
It 1ncl1viduals receive a oerfiain amount of practice, but they are not allowd
inelicationa as to bow wll they are doing at &n7 time, does their improvement
equal that ot individuals who practice only halt as much, but have inclicati
as to how wall they' are cloin&?

! be as tollows:
~

A specif'ic statEment of this hypotheSiS would

Reduced Actual Orthodox Practice 1s as e.ttectiw as Practice

~

wi th No Knowledge of Rasults for acquiring a pursu1tmeter task and an al.phabe

!

print1ng task even when the over-all amount

!

,

ot Actual Orthodox Practice is

~

1

I
11

half that of subJects with no knowl• • of results.

f______________________
The first subsidiary bypotheais
for H1Potbesis m includes the follulIf.l..IJ,l5
u
•_______________________________________
~

•
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A combination of Imaginary and Actual Orthodox Practice is as effective as
Practice with tlo Knowledge of Results although subjects using I+AOP would

actually practice only one b.alt the number of trials as subjects who use PHKR.
The second subsidiary hypothesis siJllpl1' compares PNKR with AOP.

h1POthesis there.t"ore is:

This

Aotual Orthodox Practice is more etleotive than

Practice with Ho Knowledge of Results.
d. H3P0thesis IV
In this hypothesis an atteq>t is to be made to teat the coupara-

tiw effectiwmess of Imitation Practice with Actual. Orthodox Practice.
subjects using ImP simply emulate the

1IIDY8meDt

l1Btina of the types of practice used in this

If

of AOP as descr1bed in the

stud.Y,

will they'1nprove as w.c

as subjects using AOP? A specUic statement of this null hypothesis would be:
Imitation Practioe is as effective as Actual Orthodox Practice in the
acquisition of a pursuitmeter task and an upside down alphabet printing task.
A simple subeid1ary hypothesis is presented here to compare Imitation

Practice with a control condition.

This h1Pothesis is as :f'ollOW81

No

Practice Control is not as effective as Imitation Practice in facilitating
improvement in the two tasks at hand although both &etuaJ.ly practice in an
orthodox manuel" for only a pre-practice trial and a post-practice trial.

e. IJ1pothesis V
This last major hJpotbesis seeks to contraat the effects of

Continually Correct Practice with that of Actual Orthodox Practice. What

effect does the virtual eli::1ination of errors in 1'l'lO'V'ml1Ints have on the performance ot these two peroeptualmotor tasks?

The formulation of' the specifiC

null hypothesis would thus be stated as follows:

Continual.l.7 Correct Practi

is as effective as Actual Orthodox P!'&Gt1ce in learning a pursu1tmeter task
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and an alphabet. printing t.ask.
A subsidiary hypothesis is presented here in order to compare Cont.in
Correct Practice with the No Practice Control condition.

followa:

This b3P0thesis 18

No Practice Control is not as effective as Continually Correct Prac

, t.ice in facilitating improvement in the two tasks at hand although in effect
bot.h actually practice in an ort.hodox manner for

~

a pre-practice trial

a post-practice trial.
2.

Inter-Task Coq>arisOll

or 'l'.vPes

of Practice Effeotiveness

Once tt. various types of practice have been ar.ranpd in a r.:tnk orde

or the

most ettective in facilitating increases in performance through leaat

effective for the pursuitmeter task with Nrlk order:i.ns also being done tor the
alphabet printing task, a comparative relating of the inter-task effect.iveness

cc be achieved.

In this wq, one can detel"llline whether or not the hwnan

system funct.ions s1m11arq in d1.fferent taeka when t.he same relative amounts
<inc! kinds of input and teedback are available for improving performance

efficiency.
).

Rate of Practice in Relation to Amount of I1qproV81I8lt.

The essential question beiDa asked here is this:

Does the rate at.

which subJects use the input and feedback aVailable to them correspond to the
total

8nI)UDt

ot UpJ"O'\l'eDl8Dt they are able to achieve? In other words, if

subjects use the input and feedback available to them at an extremeq rapid
rate and it 18 shown lIhioh type of practice increases most rapicRy', will the

twa

of practice 1nd1cattng the highest achievement, according to its mode of

practice correspond to the t)'Pe of practice which exhibited the met amount of
improvement from PN..pract1ce score to post..practice SCON?

These then are the ways 1n which the a.torementioned t3P88 of practice
will be comprebensiveq conpared for effectiveness.

CHAPrER II

Since there

&1'8

several faceta to thia di8aertation which would merit

reviewing rel.eTant literature it 1.1.11 be IWcttsaa1'1 to discuss the literature
~er

four headingsl

A) literature pertinent to the types of practice being

used 1n thi. stud)" B) literature pertinent to' the use of the purstd.treeterJ
c) literature pertinent t.o the

1lS8

of the alphabet printing task, and fi)

literature on feedback.
A.

Literature Relevant to the Type. of Practice need in 'rh18 study
Of the eight

types O'f practice urder investigation in this reaearch only

two types of practice can be pruenW hf!ll"e for rev1_ becaus. they are the

onlr type.

of practice 'Which speo1ticall~' are cOIl81deNd in past studi...

'J.'hey are Imag1narJ' Practice and Practice with No iCnowledge of ResUlts.

stud1e8 presently known of have tried to determine i f the aount

or

No

iaprove-

ment acbieWKi by aubjecte praotlc1ng acme perceptual motor taek can be

matched

b~

aub3eota practie1ng the same !'lUJti)er ot trials hit half'

of

",'biob

would be !Jleainal')' Practice and half or which would be actual practice. Alao"

no studi.. presentl)r known of have investigated the ettectivenu. of
I!1li tation Practice and Continually Correct Practice a8 t.iut7 have been

defined and deeeriC_ prev10ualy in Chapter I. The efteeti'Veness of Actual
Orthodox Practice hae been inv'eftigatecl rather extensively

tor both

p\1J'8'Uit-

meter learning and .alphabet printing aM review. of that literature can be
20
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found in other sections of thilt chapter.

1. Imaginal'f Practice
A seriea of experiments have been conducted by
in "hich

V2riOUS

investigatol"8

practice or imagination have been employed to ef"fect the

~nta1

learning of motor taaka.
Vandell

!!!!..

(194) found that mental practice wu as effect1:."

actual pract1cein learning to throw dane at

If

target.

a8

Subjecta simply sat

for 15 rr.inutea per day on 19 con"cutive daya in front ()f a dar\ board and
imagined pic1d.ng up darts end throwing than into the tar..-.

One ezperiment

"... corxlucted 'd.th junior high school student. and another with college
stu:lenta. The college studentls benefited more fran both mental practice and

actual practice t/;an did the younger lIubje0t8. For the colle.. hest.nen

23%

tested, there 'Wu a

practice, a

2~

pin in daJ:-"t throwing 8COnta with ac1;ua1 pbJaical

gun with mental practice and no i,,a1rl without practice.

The Vandell

--

at _1. study

.:88

repeated by Twining (1949) using a

aUf.rant task (throd.ng rope rlnp s,t a peg). The same de8ign "''&a used 80
that according to the Buthor more generalisation would be poesible. Twining
foum etatistica1l..v significant

inrp~t

for mental practice 8M actual

¢7sical practice after tm three week praGt10e period.
start (1960) fOUlld a s1g,n1f1cent gain 11'1 the periomanee of tt. under-

am bQketball £ree throW by using l"leDtal practioe.

~-tlv.

allol;18d 9 pract10e perioda w11tb. each practiee period being ot

duration.

ROV8"fer,

stan could

b018 were

S minute.

not relatA 'the gain in pertonnanoa to initial

score or to the intelligence of the thrower.
In a study conducted by steel (1952) involving a ball-throv1ng task,

22
it was found 't;hat there

was no statist1call3 significant amount of impl'OV8ll8nt

wi til mental practice" although in his final conclusioo Steel st1pulated that
daily Ental practice of a motor sld.ll produces a substantial increase in that

sldll.

A more recent stuctY by Moadzierz and MeCcmv1lle (1963) used a design

--

similar to Yandell et ale but they shortened the duration of the practice

period to five

~

instead of

of the dart. throwing task.

nineteen~.

They also tested tor retention

The lIBltal practice group was able to ilIJprove its

dart t.hrow1ng perfOrmatlC$ to a lewl just approaching that of statistical

sipiticanee, p • .10. The actual, practice group did 1mproV'e signU'icamtly
and there was no iq)l"'O'V8m8nt in a no p.E'aet1ce control group.

The test of

retention af'ter six waeks found the mental practice sroup with a statistic
sign1ticant amount of I"8II'dn1.sccmce, p • .0S,

OYer

their pre-practice

8001'83,

whereas the actual practice group and the no practice group 'Were at chanee
levels

at inprowment.

Clark (1960) tested the effects ot mental practice compared w:1.th that at
p~ical

practice in the development at a motor ekill (the Pacific Coast 1-

hand foul shot).
~h"

He equated lh4 high school boys on the basis at arm

intelJ.igence and varsit,Y, junior varsity or novice experience and

then divided the boys into two groups:

practice.

1) physical practice and 2) mental

'l'he results indicated that mental practice

was nearly

88

effective

as pilpical practice under the conditions set up in Clark's ex,per1ment.
Support tor the eftectiveneas of mental or 1.magi.Dar.y practice does not
appear to be limited to controlled axper1nBntal obeel'VatiOl'l.8. l-torr.Lsoo (1940)
in his book Batter

~

.....
Wi_t....,bout
.......... Practice seems convinced that mental practice

j":".'

·.M·r.....imlir•• r

U.I..:m....
_

________

' - - - - -.......- - - - - - - - - - - - - . . ,

I

I;
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j

I does improve one' s performance at the game of golf.
The sources quoted seem to be the only studies in the literature 1It1ich
specl£icall.1 use mental or imai:1nary practice. However, Imaginary Practice
has never been applied to the two perceptual mtor aldlls under consideration

here.
2.

Practice with No Knatledge of R8sul ts
Studles in which knowledge of result.s or delay of reinforcement are

variables constitute a coasiderable bod;y ot literature as Renner's (1964)
review of that subject mora than adeq\l&tely illustrates. Hawver, with
regard to the cCXlt1"Ol.l.iDg ot knowledge of results in this study, onl,y

two

studies appear to be entirel;v relevant.

A study by BeJnolds (19$1) involving a rotary pursuit task l'W88led

that presenting a click sounding l'8inf'orcement tor oontinuous one second t 1me
on target led to cODSistcmt superiority when coq>ared Klth a control group

which did not receive the click.
Reynolds and Adams (19$3) investigated the e.ttect of d:lf'.ferent

continuous on-target times required tor presentation of click reintorcemnt
in " rotar,y pursuit task.

were used.

1'be7 found

Internls of .10, .20,

that all groups

.SO, 1.0,

and 2.0 seconds

wre superior to the control group

reoeiving no clicks at all ataps of practice With the .S seoond group

gene1"&l.l3' dtsp1q1Dg the

highest level of performance throughout.

In this investigation the experimenter proposes to use click rein-

forcement (emanating trca a cumulative electric timer) for aU groups using
actual practice in the rot8.l7 pursuit task except the group which will
pl'&etice without knowledge ot results.

A sUent tirlJ1:r will be used to

record the practice times of that group.
An article by bnona (19$6) reviews a wide number of studies in \lhieh

knowledge of' results are

~the.iled

as a:tteating performance. This interee'b

ing SUl"VVY gives eleven generaliBations as to hw kinds of lcnowledge of

reaul ts a.f'tect a performer' 8 behavior 'With a theoretical fr&..""oxit for an
organized tr.YBtenat1c approach to the proC888es umerlying the pberlODleNl of
knm-l1edge of pertomanoe.
B.

1.itera:tUl'e on the Purauitmeter Task

S1.nce the advent of the Koerth rotary purw!t apparatus,

8

oonsiderable

body of 11tereturtt bas -.ergef! using this apparatus to 1nveat1pte a wide

number of experbtental learning pbenC'.lll'Jell&.
It is highly probable that one of the

m~

product1ft im"f.NJt1gatora

using the rotI.rf punmit apparatus has been F.. B. A.mmons.

In an excellent

paper, ArnIrKms (1941) ;.'ttempted to develop a hypothetico-deduet1Y8 partial
foundation for a theor.r of motor leaming directed prlmarUy toward

bandl.1na

nmdrdscence and spaced practice phenomena within a single motor leaming

system, namely that of l'"Otar7 pursuit learn!nl.

Frt:mt the operational

experl.mental conditions he used, .Ar.lmona den. . SfIVIItral '*laws." He stipul.ateC
that l.lflder certain exper1lental oomitiOM called ttoontinuoua praet1ce If

It

certain interwnin,g Tarlable called inhibitim, a) would increase as a

function

or the time

elapse a1nce the start of cont1n'l1oua practice and b)

deereue or diSSipate acoording to an exponential law.
Anmons (1941.) also bas it'lWstipted what. happens to perfol"1ll8nce 00 a

pursuitmeter tuk a8 a result at continuoua practice coming 'before and after
a Single rest pause.

2S
He has also investigated (1950) the e£.tects of initially distributed

practice on pertol"f!llnce on a rO't:al7 pursuit tuk aa well (195l) u the
effects of distributed practice on the number ot "hite tf in tbe acqu1eitim ot
ro~~

punmit aWl.

An article by ~ (19S,) 18 an exoellent source of

eoniucted 't:rith the rotary pursuit apparatus. '!'he

fiUt'V8j

l1'U.meX"OUS

studies

of relevant rotary

pursuit wriablea he undertake. 18 important in reporting at standal'd method of

operation and mal17 studie. he cttes are clusica1 in the field of punmltmetel'

learning.
In studies ot psychomotor performance in ""Ltch periods of practice are

separated by tairly long 1ntenals of rest, it i8 not

W'lC0III'«)ll

to tim that

loe8ea 1n per.tOl"ll'&anee prot1c1eD.cy occur 8.rter the rest interTala.

Ad...

(1952) used the pursuit rotor to inwstigate such ..ram-up decrements.

He

concluded that warm-up dec:mtment i8 not related to the growth of inhibition
as bad been speculated by Hull oriented psychologists since

w~up

deCr8lnente 'Were found at the beginning of eW17 practice N8810n tor rotb.
massed and d1atr1btlted practice. The 'i'lem-up decrement for distributed

practice d1etpbyed a trend ot decreasing _amtude as practice
1.'hen:-41:I
q

w~up

inc~

decrement .tor . . .ed practice shm.'8d no constant trend just

Adams had predicted.

Tb!! studies quoted are not by

mw

_ana exhauat1w, but

8ft

cited 81mp17

to illustrate the t}'rle of res.reh that he. been conducted using the

rotarr

p1ll'mlit apparatUII.

For an excellent review of motor

le~ng

in general a8 well U more

studies involving the pUJ'Iuitmeter h7 Ai1F.on8 and othe1"8, the reader can
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coosult a review of t..he subject by Btledeau and BUedeau (196l). Adams (196l)
also has an excellent review and
which 18
less

c.

um-e inclusive than

e~ses

bibl1~

s~

on human tracking bebavior

rotary pureu1t pertomance but nevwtbe-

it.

Literature on the Alpbabet Pr1ftt1ng Task
Qr1s1nalll" Ruch and Wanen (194l) described the upside down alphabet

printing task.

studr. 'lbe

'1'be eaaentiaJ. format presented by them 18 l'8peated 1n this

epecllic method :followed in this stud;y w1ll be &ulcribed in the

procedure section.
The alphabet printing task has been used to 1nve8ti&ate a wide numbltr
of B'ltor

J.ea.m1ns

pbenoza1a just

as the pu:rsu1tmeter has been emp10"ed in

the investigation of motor 1eaming~.

However, the number of

studLes that use the alphabet print1ng task 1s CODSiderabl7 less than. the
number of studLes which have used the rotary pursuit talc.

K1entzle (1946) used the upside down alphabet printing task to investi-

I
~

gate the cOIIParative e1'tectiV8l1e8a of c:lU".ferent lengths of rest periods on

acquisition and perlOl'fllll'lCe.

The task

was

s~

to print the capital !etten

upside down, .from right to left in each l1ne on a sheet of paper so that i t t
sheet were inverted, the letters would appear r1ght aide up and in alphabeti-

cal order.

In another stu<\y b7 Kientlle (1946) the same alphabet printing task was
used. to shOll how pertOl"Dl8nC8S change when some subjects ware sbUted from
. mused to spaced trials and others wre sb1fted troa spaced to massed trials.

I
r

Kimble (1949) tested 474 subjects in the alphabet print1ng task with the
end in view of testing a version of Hull's t-..£actor theo",. of 1nh1b1tion

modified to handle sane phenomena of mot,or 1eaming.
deviation fran Hull's formulation

The oost significant

the specific 8numpt1on that after a

lc;'U

short period of practice, the amount o£ :reactive inhibition would attain a
stable constant level which would be maintained until late in learning.

His

results essentially supported hie original &cs8'UD&ptiona.
Once sgain, the studies presented here are not in any "nee exhaustive,

but are simply preeented with the purpose of Uluetrat1ng the type of research

mien
D.

hu been undertaken using the alphabe\ printing task.

titerature on Feedback

There are a few quality sources of general information on the science of
cybernetics or the general application of principles of input, feedback and
output to ~iologioa1 and soe1al probleu.

tht founder of c;ybernetics 'l-lhich

governor. In general,

CO!lle8

~metiC8

11enar (1946) is considered to be

from the Greek 'WOl"d. meaning ateersman

OJ

cen be thought of u the study of control

processes in mechlJ'lt!lIl, in argeni.DIS an:'! in social groupe.
e saechaniem of control that providea the model

fcrr

It is an .'Venue or

these various activities.

HUgard (1956) hal pointed out that the feedback model has not been used
V8l"y

extena1ftly 1D learning theory_

Th1e is only partially true.

If one

considers feedback 8nd learning fran a complete theoretical point of view,
tten HUgardls .stateme1lt. can be considered to 1:,. true.

If, however, one

considers the use of feedback simply as an exp1anato%,)," mecb.anism, then H1.1gard
18 not quite correct in his obnrwtion.

?!a~

atnd1ell have used the notion of

feedback as an extremely uaetul explanatoI7 concept in deecr1b1ng different
learning phenomena.

For example, IAavitt and Mueller (19Sl) have shown how tb1

old problem of knowledge of 1'8eu1ta can be treated in tame of feedback.

An
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experimenter attanpte to coa:a.un1cate to a subject a geometrical fom using cml.y
"lOrds. A. J1Ucb greater degree of 8UCcesa is noted i.t' the student 1s alle».-ed to

ask questions and to :receive 8.Jl8Wers in the fom of feedback. This is one of'
the more obvioue eltmllplea. E\rer,yone is aware of the fact that subjects
generally perform better i f information u to bow well they are doing is "fed
back" to thea.
The moat. compzehensive am .. far .. is known, the only general feedback
theo17 of human. be1vw1or 18 contained in .. pair of articlea by
and McFarland (1960) and (l.96Oa).

PO\~.rst

Clark

The first of the two artielu 'WU http

trau.

a TJh7eical. and u.tbeatical orientation. Sinee two ot \he authol'l are ph)ta1date the.f found 1.t

mon natural

to dcrNlop the theoretical aodel

.f1rn

and

then to attempt an outline of the applioa.t1on of this model to languap
appropriate to p87Cholog. The second article (1960&) discussed the application of the model in appropriate PS1ohologicel terms.
~.llether

or not such .. general feedback theor,y of human behavior will prcm

fra1tf'ul in 1111 but the eonceptual senn is a question ..mich time will be able

to

1mIIWr.

CHAPTER TIl
EXPERn~ATION

l,'!TH

ON THE

A.

Dn'Fl~RENT

TYPF:S OF PFACTIC!.

~'1'ER

TASK

seleotion and Description of Subject.

:Between April 13th and .lUM let, 1964, one btmdred twenv 0011"88 malee

between the agee of 18 and

24

wan s\t.ljects in the l'otar.Y pursuit exper1ment,.

The vast majority (about 100) of the aubjecta were obtained trm coon•• in
general pqohol00 at the Lake Shore Campus of Loyola Univenit)'. ill general
pS)"Cbology studenta at the take SOOn. CSJ&pU8 are required to participate in
eJCpe%".l.mente until the,y acquire a certain mabel' of pointe.

Points are awarded

b1 \UJdergradlate student. in expel"blent.a1 pqcholOfa conducting varioua
e~~s,

by graduate students, and

c,. tac:Nl\7 rttembenJ

Oft

the 'bu18ot t.be

amount of time a'Ubjeots are requ1rec1 to spend in e:xperimental 81tuaUona.
S1nc8 subjects were to practice the pursu1taetel' tuk for approximate1J
mimltee per dq tar five succeusi.

d~r.,

15

three points Wft awarded for

partIcipation in the experJ.mcm.t. The 1"IIIIIinder

or the

subjecte went obtained

on the baai8 of personal contact thrau,gh tCll:'mer student., fraternit1ee and the

like.
?-fele etudenta only were used tor learning tbiatuk IIIlnce Buxton and

Grant (1939) foun1 III.X difte:nmau in the performance of ~. and .female
subjects in thi. tak. 1'he aper1Mnter wished to keep the initial abil1ties
of the eap1e u bomo__OU8

.a poulble.
29

)0

None of the subjects had

trftr

participated in an experiment in l7h1ch tbe

pUrSU1tm.eter }laa used, but quite a mmber of the. had seen a picture o£ the
pursu1tmeter in their textbook 1n general

pqchol~.

Six subjects were not able to make five successive practice sess:i.otUt
they praet1 oed t ...'ice on one d8)".
't~

80

In such ease. t the two practice sessions

seperated by about five hours. Each o£ the subjects

",q

1n a dUferent

practice group.
Thera

11erG

f'Uteen subjecta per group with a. total of e1pt groups with

each subject being placed 1n a group in random faahion.
B.

Apparatus

The pureuitime\er used in thia experiment had been previously constructed.

from a Victrola !'!odel UE-7-26K:. The model
and 9 inches \dde at the baee.

w"ith

III

was 9 inches high, 91nches long

The turntable was 13

lit

inclxta in d1~ter

metal circular contact 1/2 inch in diameter inset 2 lit inches from the

outer edge of the dark

OrG."n

muon1te turntable.

in the ntWtter of revolutions per minute, but the

The turntable could bevariec
experime~

speed

was set at.

(1).

The stylUIJ .... constructed of 1/8 inch .tal wire attached

to a

,,~

handle. 1he wire ... hinged at the juncture 1.1.t.h the handle thereby maldrtg
the handle .t"leldble

em thus -k1na it impoulble far

s~jetita

to appl,. atr¥

preaure on the tumtable except the weight at the wire 8t7lus. A'lI'J contact
between the tip of the Dt1lus and the silver disc was recorded

~

meana of a

6 volt D.C. (supplied internally) Lafqette C1.UJmlative tiDtr which measured
time in hundntths ot a .econd. F1gure I has the electrical a<h.erllatic showing
the relations be'hween the various aomponenta in thie circuit.
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110 A.C.

Stylus

Turntable

•
6 volt D.C.
~------------------~~--j
Timer
(D.C. sun~lied internally)
Pursultmeter

110 A.C.

FIGURE I
SCHEMATIC Op PURSUITMETER A PPARATUS FOR AOP,
I+AOP, RAOP,AND NPC.

--'----------------------------------------------------~
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A second arrangement of apparatus was necessary tor testing subjects in
the group which practiced with no knowledge of results.

The W..,tte timer

could not be used since it gave a definite audible click which all other

subjects were told 1ndicated a "hit... A silent timer was used in its place

for the PIKR group. However, the ezpe1"1llrmter not.1ced two points:

1) the

timer.. when activated, y.Lelded a aUght motor hum 'Which one could bear i t
att.eQtive, and 2) a rather large spark occurred'Wbsnever contact was made
bet'W8fm the tip of the stylus and the disc.

In erdar to elS.l!dnate the pou1b1l1tyof the h1.1ll of fa silent t _ r
giving unwanted feedback to the subject, the timer

was

upon 1ddch the pUl"Suit_ter rested and a color wheel

placed under tho table

was tumed on

to mas1c

wbatew:r 8OIlDd8 IlIight still have emanated from the timer. Since the ezpe...-......IlfDl'"
tal booth waa V8'1:7 aaU, the color ..meel was explained to subjects of the

PBR Il"OUP u a crude tan to 01rculate the air.

It did in fact c1rculate a

little air.
1'be problem of the spaftc, however,

was

a little more d1.tficult to

eli.Id.nate. It did have to be eliminated since otbuv1se subjects would be

pttina a

~

The problem

additional visual feedback

~ the)"

was solved with the assistance of a young

would II8ke a"hit.·

pbya1cist.

There was

too much eJ.ect,r1cit7 paeaiDI the oircuit, so .".ral md:I.t1cationa were
naoessar:y.
C.

1'be modifications

ot

the circuit can be seen in Figure 2.

Procedure

All subjects

wale

tested individually and were told that the tuk that

they bad to learn wu a ro'tarT pursuit task and that the appvatus in
them

was a pul"auitmeter. 1'be7 were told that the object or the

tront

tuk was to

0
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D.C.

Powerpack

'-~"'-fq" IJ----:l
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Switch

6 volt D.C.

Timer
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i
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\
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,,

"} Turntab:

I

___ ..1
Pursu1tmeter
110 A.C.

FIGURE II
SCHEMATIC OF PURSUITMETER A?PARATUS FOR PNKR.

~

pu.rsue the n!tal disc inserted in tb& meson!te turntable top 1.-1th the stylus
am to make contact. between the stylus and the disc.
'(.then

It was pointed out that

contact is made an electric eireu1t is completed end the timer is encaged

until c0ntact is no

lOnt:~r

due. 'Each subject

)IU

maintained 'betlIMn the stylue tip and the revolving

to lieten to the "click" of the clock .a the disc was

contacted by the stylus" but they

~r.re

aleo

\!arned

that the object

was not

necesaar.Uy to make clicks, but to keep tl:e weep secoDd hand on the clock
moving

tor it ia theoretically

pouible to obtain but. one click and get a

pertect score .a long .a a:>ntact bet1.'Mn the disc end the stylus ere main+""-.,1
!he 8lCper1menter demODStrated the task

then uked 1f there

l;er8 any

tor about six or eight neorxia end

questt ona. All questions

"'' 1' 8 8l1fiJ'Wered

could be except for those which pertained to the de8isn

subjects

wel"Et

of

the

that

expe~.

ThE

then simply Wormed to do as _11 aa they poe81b17 could at all

ti~.

since a time scbectul.e ot wben subjects signed up tor test1ng ,.. . kept,

subjects vere randa.aly placed in each of the e1sht groups "t.1.thout previous
krlal¥ledge of their 8118 11 coor4il1lltion, hfmdedneaa, etc. and t-,.tore they 'hlt"

seen b:r the

~ntel".

The firet t:r:1al we tor 60 pcon:ta.

!he number of Hcom8 attained out 01

60 ,.. taken a. a bue score. All othetr practice trial. 'Were of 30 aeconde

duration. The last trial on the tifth day of practi ce wu apin tor 60
Become. The ti_ tor all trialll and rest pIlueea wu apt v.ttb a nopwatcb.
The instructions abOYe

group.
groups

were given to .....ry subject regardless of the

However, after the first 60 second trial, the subjeotll of dUterent
'Wel'e

given d1.ffenmt procedures to follow.

Tbe specific inatructiOM

given to the various groupe are given belen:.
1. Actual Orthod= Practica.

After the first 60 HCond trial, subjecta

of this group were told thl.t they woold pn\ctice tt>.ie tuk 10 triale per day
far , COI'AMcutive d8fS ld:th each trial last1l\l 30 _c~ with a 30 seoorld

rest paue between trial. all1 a 1 minute rest pauae
6.

~ trial.

S end

trial

A record. of the nuttlber of CllllIllative second. they accOflJpluhed after each

trial

'\1:118

2.

recorded.
I_~

thia group

S d.

~rere

Practice. After the tirst. 60 eecorst trial, subjects ot

told that they l.'Ould

!>~ice

the taak 10 trtale per dq tor

Trd.th each trial lasting .30 lJGConde 14th

11

triala and .. 60 aeoond rut. pause between trials

30 second nest pause

~

S and 6 b7 concentrating ..

bard as tb.er could em imag1n:1na the moveaente that they would Mve 'to make in

order to pursue the dae end _intain contact nth it.

tl1e1 could not make &IV' .ctua1 :mo9'8Il'J8nt8 at bald
Id.alate actual. practice.

1'be.Y

01'

~.

\1ere told that

arm which would in 8lV' ,.,

could ask 8lV questiODl tIl..,- wished attar

lihich practice was begun.

3.

Imaginary a.nd Actual Orthodox

la'aa completed, the subjects

~

rut paUR8, etc. that they

~:ou1d

would alternate type.

the7

Practice. Once the 60 second. trial

told bow

~

trial. per cia; and how IllUIY

receive. Then they _re told that the7

or practice: one trial lrzoold be actual practice as

tn.

bad just canpl~ in the 60 second trial tmc:l t."xe rext trial 'WOUld be

imagina17 in irm,1ch

would imagine mak1Dg the movenentl neceseary and

80

forth.

4.

Reduce4 Actual Onhodax Practice.

These subject. received the SUI8

instruotiou .. subJects in the AOP group except, that they were given 0Dl7

S

trials per dar for S days with each trial of ';0 seconds duration, lath ,30

seconds rest between tr1ala.

5.

Conti:rmally Correct Practice.

After the 60 second

~rial

wu completed

the turntable 'lias stopped and a small circular pJ.a.atic disc approx:iJrlatel,-

inch in diameter

~'a8

5/8

taped OYer the metal dl8c. A epec1ally constructed stitt

handle -..i.re st.,-lUll ,11th approximately the same dill'lemdons as the flexible
handle stylus vu fIpluggedlt into a hole in the center of the plastio diso 80

that u a subject would hold onto the st7lua aJJd the punm1tmeter was turned
on, the eubject would begin JTl8kiDg continwally correct movements at a speed of
60 rpm. Thia is so since the stylus 1s continually on top of the d1ac and it

pivots in the bole in the plastiC disc. !hue subjects were given 10 tr1ala

per day for 5 days lti:th each trial ot 30 aeoom. tiura'tion with a 60 eecond rest
pause between trials 5 and 6.

6. Imitation Practice. The subjects practicing by this

_,hod were given

the s _ number of days practice with s_ number of t:r1als per dal', etc••
the other groups except RAOP.

Hol.wer, a small cardboard "sletmt"

Q

wu placed

over the h1nge area where the v11'8 and the handle ot the stylus meet. 911.
created a stiff handle atylu.

The subjects were then shown how they would be

allowed to pursue the disc as it revolved.

They 1>Jere to keep track of the disc

by tollow1Dg it one inch or 80 abo,", the turatable.

In this way, the7

"1mtaW It the mo'Vements ot AOP but still lacked a preo1se knowledge of bow

a amrate thef verch

7. Practice w1th no Knowledge
same tJPft of treatment

1.18

of Results.

The_ subjects received the

ISUbje0t8 in the AOP group with the exception that

the aUent timing dev10e WU used.

am

they were never told how well they were

31
doing.

8.
and

No Practice Control.

These subjects practiced tor one 60 seOOD1 tri

for a seoom 60 second trial 5 dqs later.

They 'Were allowed to bear the

clicks .fran the Lafayette timer.
D.

Random Placement

ot SUbject.

in fJ.rouplJ

Since a procedure of random placement of subjects in various groups was
fol1CMed, it 18 assumed that all the group meana for the base 60 second pre-

In

practice trials did in fact arise trom the . . . hO!2!Ogeneoua population.
order to teet tar We uarumpt10n or no differences 1n the
for all the eight groupe, a simple

two-w~

!!'lefm

ate.rting soore

clusification analye1a of variance

wu conducted. Table I sunnsrizee the computations

and the neoeesa17 elements

of the a.'lalysis of variance.. It can be seen that the Var1aDce Ratio •
.892 which 18 not significant.

Var.l.anoe

1"&t10

:~ •

table. show no ratio s1gn1t1

below e vslue of 1.00 regardless of the ll'UlIber ot degreea or tl"eed0ll1.

The

significance at this variance ratio is such that the likel1hood at then gra

.2 ha.ving arlsen

from the same papule.tion 18 tor i l l practical purposes nill.

This essentially means that all of these broUpa began 'l:itb. tilt same mean

scores 'With onl;y' chance difterences existing between the means.

(OUUtord,

19>0).
E..

Results am Analyeie
1.

Analysis of Imprc:m\tl'l1tmts llated 1n Each Group
Now that 1t has 'been established that all subjeote _re in tact

rtmdomly distributed among the eight groupe. it vonld be ,.11 to detemina

whether or not each of these groups was oble to increase it. mean score to a
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TABLE I
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF PRE-PRACTICE MEAN SCORES TO
DETERMnrE IF ALL GROUPS IN THE PURSUITMETER TASK DID
ARISE FROM THE SA;.:E HGrWGENEOUS POPULATION.

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Between
Groups

1.8120

Degrees of
Freedom
7

.2589
.2901

Within
Groups

32.9420

112

Total

34.7540

119

Variance Ratie

= .2901

.2589

Estimate of
Variance

• .892 which is not significant.
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Raterenee to Table 2 1,,1.11 reveal all the "sential oomponents necessary to

-

compute t-ratios tor the <i1.tferences between the pre-praotice mean score and
post-practice mean

8C01"e

for each group.

t-ratios have in fact been

b

computed am as indioated in Table 2 all the groupe improTed beyond the .01
level of oonfidence.
'Has able

SUrprisingly enough, even the No Practice COntrol group

to achieve a statistically significant amount

or improvement.

2. Anal.y8ia of Wferenees in Mean AMounts of Improvement.
Before a1V

ot the hypotheses pnm.ouel1' established on an ! Ptl:or1

baSis cam be put to statistical test, it will be neceasar;y to test i f the

all differences between all the

not. Tb1s

mflG

amounts of impro'rement are significant or

can ft1'7 eaaUy be aecaapliahed by cODducting a simply

olaae1fi.cation anal)"aia of variance

Oft

or

the mean amounts

two-way

at improvement.

On the in!tial assumption that the eight. groupe making up tbt entire

series of meaeuremerrta are rar.tdom samples from

8

homogeneoue popula:tion, em

can expect the two est1matu of variance to differ on17 ldthin the Umita of
chance tluctuatiou.

This null hJpothetdJl 18 tested by div.S.ding the variance

between the groups, by the variance within the groups. Reference to Table .3
.indicaw that when the betwen group variance of
within group variance of
appropriate

de~1l'$"

beyond the one per

8.lS,

of fNedOlil.

640.OS

a variance ratio of

8S.1'

18 divided

b7

the

is found for t.be

!h1a variance ratio is significant well

cent level of confidence.

!be stipulation of the null bJpothes1s l'IIlBt then be rejected since the

s1grdficantly greater variance betwen the groups tban within the groups

excludes the likelihooc! of chance and
of real difference8 existing

amana

mun,

therefore, be explained in ten.

the etrects of the d1fferent types of

TABLE II

NECESSARY COMPONENTS FnR CONDUCTING t TESTS
MINE IF
EACH GROUP IN THE PURSUITMETER TASK IMPROVED TOTO DETER
A SIGNIFICANT
DEGREE.

Grou p

M3an Score Stan dard Mean Score
Ire-Practice Devi ation of PostTria l
Pre-Prect1ce Prac tice
Tria l
Tria l

Stand ard
Devia tion
of PostPrac tice
Tria l

Difference
Betw een
Mean Pre ~
Mean Post
Tria ls

S.E·

D

t

M

*

AOP

.47

.74

17.19

4.31

16.72

1.151

IP

.24

.29

1.72

1.18

1.48

.326

4.48*

I AOP

.39

.48

15.81

3.54

15.42

.956

16.13*

RAOP

.38

.48

13.23

3.70

12.85

.996

12.90*

CCP

.31

.40

12.29

3.52

3.00

.654

4.59

ImP

.55

.53

4.51

2.10

3.96

.578

PNKR

.65

.59

3.65

2.38

11.9 8

.945

NPC

.48

.54

1.77

1.01

1.29

.306

*Prob abili ty

14.54

*
~

6.85
it

12.6 8
ii'

1s less than .01 for 28 degre es of freed om.

4.22
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TABLE III
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF POST-PRACTICE MEAN SCORES
FOR GROUPS IN 'IHE PURSUTTMETER TASK

Source of
Variation
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Sum of
Squares
4480.3170

Degrees of
Freedom
7

912.3038

112

5392.6208

119

Estimate of
Variance
640.0452
8.1456

640.0452
Variance Ratio = 8.1456 : 85.754 which is significant beyond
the one per cent level of confidence.

practice as manitested in the mean amounts o£ itnprovement.

Only \!hen the

variance ratio is significant can one justifiably oompute the ratioa for the
differenoea betw:en tw specific mean amount. of improvement.

-

llow the a

Eriori twPotbeses can be tested on the basis ot !-ratios.

3. statistical 'resting of Specific !. JZrf.or1 Hypothese.
a.

Testing ot Hypothesis I

f1;ypot.hesis I :reads:

Imag:inarr Praotice is aa effective u

Orthodox Practice in the learning of a pursuitmeter task.

Actual

On the buie of tb1

null ll.n>otbesi8, one odd expect no stat1aticall)' significant difference
between the mean amount of

mean amount of

impr~t

1mp~

tor

far Actual Orthodox Practice

~

am

the

Practice. The e_ntial compocenta

-

MCeS8U"1 to conduct a t-test tor the flJ1gn1ficance of the d11'terence between
the

mean amounts 01' improvement for the above two groups can be found in

Table

4.

The

-

t of lh.06 1ndioatea tbat the dUterenoe in amount of 1:mprc:Mtment in

learning the pu:rsui_ter task by Actual Orthodox Practice mi by lJugin&17

Practice 18 a :real dill.renee and not a d1t.ferenoe 1r1h1ch bappened an the
basis of chance. '1'ba null lvPOtheSi8 tml8t, therefore, be rejected.
Subs1d1ary H;rpothesis I i reads:

improve as much as subjecta us1ng

No Practice Control subjectIJ will not

I1u~

Practice, although both types of

practice necessitate onl7 two tr1al8 of Actual Orthodox Practicel 1) a prepractice trial and 2) a post-practice trial.
Reference to Table

4 will

:reveal all the neceslW'1 componente to

for the d1.t.terences between the two mean mnounta of improvement.
of the t obtained"

.464,

~e

teat

On the bas18

ab<we l\Jpothes18 must be :rejected.. There is no
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TABLE IV
NECESSARY COHPON3:JTS FOR COMPUTI~G t RATIOS TO .
STATISTICALLY TEST ALL PARTS OF HYPOTHESIS I.

Hypothesis
1n
Question

Mean Amounts of
Improvement
Group 1

!

Difference
between.
Means

S.E.

I

DM

t

I

Group 2
Ii

Hypothesis
I

Subsidiary
Hypothesis
Ii

AOP

IP

16.72

1.48

IP

NPC

1.48

1.27

"

*

15.24

1.08

14.06

.21

.452

.464

II

II

I

IiIi
"

*Probability

is less than .01 for 28 degrees of freedom.

il

'i

,IL
,"
,

difterenoebettreen the amount of improvement for NPC am for IF"
1rhat has tran8pired in an

anal)~Si8

ot Hypothesu I is this: Imagina17

Practice apparently rloea not yield adequate or appropriate input and feedback
info:mation to allow subjects to improve ae much as subjects pra.ct1c1ng with

Actu.al Orthodox Practice.

The improvement that was noted in subjects uaing

Irr.ag1:nal"1 Practice is actually only as effecti va as the amount of 1.mprovement
noted in subjects in the No Practice Control condition.

One can only 8uggeart speculations 88 to vby ImagiUf7 Practice 1s not u

effective as Actual Orthcclox Practice, but it would _m u tbotlah the
speculatiOll8 wntured are fairl, well grotmded.
Reductions in gl'Oee8 _naOl7 repQrta .ted back from spec1t1c visw-motor
coordinated patterns of mO'Nf!l8nt with the aupplented use of imagination doss
not allow an organism the sut'ficient quanti.t7 or ldnd of input and feedback

necessary to effeot Nrked performance iMpl"O'V'ement.
It must be ustm'lMi that when the subjects participated in Imaginary

Practice they did in fact concentrate on the movements necessary.

At any rate J

they appeared to follow the instruot.iona and that is the only observation one

can make.

i'e

can

U8Um8, then,

tn.or1sed as baing

~rat1ve

that the intemalinput and feedback \.il1ch are

in other studies of the

us. of imagination

in

lelunine: were operative here, but applll"fmtly were not of sumcient strength

to develop the cOlIlplex degree of continuOWlJcoordination. between input,
feedback and output which would be nacessa17 to ef'fect the d.egree of

coordination manifested in Actual Orthodox Practice in the pursu1tmeter tuk.
b.

Testing of ffIpotheeia II.
1f1potheaia II :reads t

A combination. ot Imaginery Practice and

45
Actual Orthodox Practice 1s as effectlft as Actual Orthodox Practice in
acquiring a pursuitmeter task.
Table

or the

5 baa

the coupooents

necesaar.r to

d1f'terence betwen the ....

-

UI)Ut1t,8

conduct a test of tho si!!fli-fi

of iD.pl'O'V8IIfmt in the above two

groups. The t of .920 indicates that a chance di..Uerence exists between the

mean amotmt at

improwement

at the .lOP

group

and

the I+A.OP poup.

ApparentlTI then, oubjeete who practice one halt of the time in an

orthodox tuhion and one half of the time with :huputioD can effect a degree
of performance iq)rovaacmt which, as far .. probabillV 1s concemed., equals
the per.formance 1nprovem.ent of subjects who practice Mce as much 1n an

orthodox matmer'.

Tba h7P0theais must, tberef'ore be accepted.

In order to lend
~tbe81s

fIm"8

support to the above hWothes1s. &ibeidiarr

II i . . fomulated as f'oll.ow8:

1s not as ef'f'ective

&8

a eomb1nation of'

PractIce although in e.f'tect both

tn-s

Reduced Actual Orthodox Practice

~

and Actual. Ortbodax

of practice use an equal number of

Actual Orthodox Practica triala.

E88entlall7, then, in the abow hJpotbesis, the mean amount of improvement for the I-tAOP group is being pred1cted
impl'OVVllBnt

-

for MOP.

88

!b.1e, in tact, is what

greater'than the moan amount

was observed. Table 5 reveals

that the t of 1.94 obta1Ded 18 a1p1t1.cant at about the .06 or .CI1 leftl. of
cont1<kmce.

Although the d1f1'erence betwen the mean amounts of

~rovement.

18 in the expected direction, it does not reach the neceaearr probllDllty

lewl.

It Il1U8t, therefore, be concluded that RAOP is _ effect1'98 as I+AOP

1Q leam1Dg tbe pursu:1tlllBter task.

SUbaid1ar,r 1f1potbe818 II 11 reads:

Reduced Actual Orthodox Practice i8

at
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TABLE V
NECESSARY Cm.~PONENTS FOR COc/iPUTING t RATIOS TO
STATISTICALLY TEST ALL PARTS OF HYPOTEESIS II.

Hypothesis
in
Question

Mean amounts of
Ir:lprovement
Group 1

Hypothesis
II

Subsidiary
Hypothesis
IIi

Subsidiary
Hypothesis
IIii

*Probability

Group 2

AOP

I+AOP

16.72

15.42

I+AOP

RAOP

15.42

12.86

AOP

RAOP

16.72

12.86

Difference
between
Means

S.E.
DM

t

1.30

1.41

2.56

1.32

1.94

3.86

1.39

2.78

is .01 for 28 degrees of freedom.

.920

*
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not as effectiva as Actual Orthodox Practice since AOP uses t.w1ee as much
practice as FtAOP.

The above null h1Potbes1s is in fect accepted on the bas18

-

of the t test, the neeessa17 canponents ot rhlch can be found in Table "
conducted between the mean amounts of

1mp~t

-

question.

for the two groups in

The t of 2.18 is significant at emctly the .01 level of conf'idence.

It appears as though Imaginary Practice,

wen

coupled 'With Actual

Orthodox Practice yields enough input. and feedback to match the performance
improvenent of a group practicing the same total number of trials, all of
which are Actual Crthodox Practice.

However, the input and feedback l.thich are

operative in facilitating such perfol".l'l'lan08 improvement appear to be

large~

derived from Actual Orthodox: Practice since. in tenns of probability, RAOP

improves performance as much

8S

I+AOP.

In effect, it is as though in this

task Imag1naX')· Practice yields internal input and feedback whioh

~re

of little

-

benefit to the 0 utilizing them.
c.

Testing of Hypotheaill II!
Hypothesis III reada & HeduCOQ Actusl Orthodox

Practice is

88

effective as Practice 'h':l.th No Knowledge of Results for acquil'infi

the punn.dtmeter task even though the ovEu......ll amount of actual practice for
the RAOP group is half that of subjects practicing ",1.th no knowledge of

results of their performance.

The t test conducted bet.ween the above two mean

arnOUtlt8 of iMprovement can be found in Table 6.

On the besis of the obtained

difference, the hypotheSiS must be accepted, namely, that RAOP i8 as effective

as PNKR even though PNKR

act~'

practices twice as much.

Subsidiary Hypothesis III 1 reads:

Orthodox Practice is

8S

A oanbinet1on of Imaginary and Actual

effective as Practice 'With No Knowledge of Rosulta
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TABLE VI
NECESSARY COMPONENTS FOR COMPUTLJG t RATIOS TO
STATISTICALLY TEST ALL PARTS OF HYPOTHESIS III.

Hypothesis
in
Question

Hypothesis
III

Subsidiary
Hypothesi!
IIIl
Subsidiary
Hypothesis
IIIii

*Probability

Mean Amounts of
Improvement
Group 1

Group 2

PNKR

RAOP

11.98

12.86

PNKR

I+AOP

11.98

15.42

PNKR

AOP

11.98

16.72

Difference
between
Means

S.E.
DM

t

.88

1.29

.68

3.44

1.33

2.59*

4.74

1.40

is less than .05 for 28 degrees of freedom.

-::-*

Probability is less than .01 for 28 degrees of freedom.

3.39**
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alt.'lolJgh subjects using I+AOP

~!ould

actually practioe only one-half the muaber

of trials as subjects in the PNKR group_
the

-

Table 6 contains the components for

t test conducted between the mean amounts of imprOV"e'lltent noted :i.n the

above two groups.

-

The t of 2.$9 i8 Significant at the .05 level

ot

confidence

Thus, although subjeots actually pra.ct1ce twice as much, when feedback

infonnnt:1on as to haw they are do1ng is held back from them, they do not
improve

El$

much as subjeots who actually practice half as much with the other

half of their practice being in tams of Imaginary Practice.
Subsidiary Hypothesis III ii reads I

.Actual Orthodox Practice is "liore

effective than Practice with No Knowledge of Results.

This hypothesis is thus

gauged to test the relative effeotiveness of the "olick" feedback when "hite"
are made.

OtherwiH, the two groups practiced in 11ke manners.

reveals that the t test conducted betwen the mean amounts of

Table 6

1mpr~t

for

these two groupe is significant beyond the .01 level of confidence.
14u1t, then, does an investigation of H,pothes18 III indicate concerning

Mit? From all apparent :1ndications, it is not necessarUy aMount of feedback
entering into a system that yields effective output, but the kind of feedback

which is important.

The phrase "from all apparent indications" is used

because in H,ypothesis II it was lesmed that RAOP tends not to be
significantly different from I +.AOP •
I+,AOP is statistica.lly

tIlO:r8

stati8ticall~

In Hypothesis III it was learned that

effective than PNKR, but PNKR is as effective as

If the shove observations are stm!l\ed, one can discover that it is the
kind of feedback wdch i8 entered into a system that is the most inrportant

element in the input-feedback-output circuit.

A double amount of incomplete

,0
feedbae.1( end input as PNKR does not seem as effective es half an amount of
com"lete feedbaek - input ell in RAO?

Based on L"lformation gleaned !rorr: the first three hypotheses, it appears

that "men knowledge of perfo!'f!lSnce improvement is prohibited from being fed

il:mginaticn can
O~

back into the
oi'

d.

he receives less help in impl'OVini perfonrJUloe

tha.~

the use

eontribute to his perfomsnee improvement in this task.

T&sting of Hypothesis IV.
~s1a

IV readlll

Itdtation practice is as effective as Acta

Orthodox Practice in the acquisition of a purmdtmeter teak.

Table 7 reveals

that ImP is not at all close to matching the effectiveness ot AOP.

-

The t of

11.18 indicates that the true differences between their _an Maunts of

i!!!provement 18 definitely not .ero. The null l'qpotbeei8 must, tbaretore, be
rejected.
Subsidiary Hypothesis IV i reedln

No Practice Control ia not as eftect1Vl

as Imitation Practice in facilitating 1mprovement in a purau:1tmeter taek.

In

-

table 7 can be foUl1d the components of the t test necessary to teet the abow
~hesi8.

The t of $.13 obtained is significant. well beyond tt8 .01 lwe1

of oonfidence.

One can accept the hypothesis that NPC is not sa effective as

ImP in facilitating improvement in the punra1tmeter task:.
Merely 1m1tAting the l'llOV'ernenta involved in a p1Jrsu1tmeter task by

~. J""1 'Ill

the disc abo.. the tumtable 'Without aci#ually touching the disc facilitates a
very meagre amount of performance improvar&t'tdlen compared with AOP.

'fhe

difterence in meana between ImP and AOP 18 over 11 stamard errore l'elUcved
from a bypotheticslly true mean difference of bro.

However, when contrasted.

to the improvement deri'98Ci by NPC the effects of llnP are considerable. The
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TABLE VII
NECESSARY COM?ONE~TS FOR CO~.1PUTI ~ J t RATIOS TO
STATISTICALLY TEST ALL ?ARTS OF HYPOTHESIS IV.

,--

Hypo thesi s
in
Ques tion

Mean Amounts of
Impro veme nt
Group 1

Hypo thesi s
IV

Subs idiar y
Hypo thesi s
IVi

*?rob abi1 ity

Group 2

ImP

AOP

3.97

16.72

ImP

NPC

3.97

1.27

Diffe renc e
betw een
Means

S.E.

DM

t

12.75

1.14

11.1 8*

2.70

.526

5.13*

is less than .01 for 28 degr ees of freed om.

:£"rom s hypothetically tnle dUfeI'GnCG of sero.
'1'he :r'8sultEi of statistically testing this lQ'Pothesis ind1 cate tl't..at some

deg:t"$G 1U4P:r<rV"&fiumt is at.tected by the muscular feedback dar!"led boom the

H13nts or pursuit being practiced in an :Udtatad .fashion.

It

eeer.~

~

that only a

aNal.l amount of improvement is actuall;r noted bocauss there 18 only rc')Zh

feedback intonnation u to hot.' aecurat,e pursuit mo9'8IIleJ'lW are.
~

The distance

the revolving disc ant:! the pursuing 8't11us 1mmed1atel:y above th& disc

does net allow su.Uicientl)" accurate corrective pattems between inpu\, feedback and output to be effected.

e.

Test1na or If.vpothesis V

If¥pothe8i8 V reads as follO'll8:

Continually Correct Practice is ..

e.r.rectiWi as Actual Orthcdox Practice 1n leal'llinl a purauitme\er task.
sbo'lortl the t test components tor testing the differences between the

!I'1fNIn

-

The t obts.1.'n8d equals 11.63

amounts of improvement, tor' the abo'Ve two groups.

thereby indicating that CCP 18 not as eUective

Table

d

AOP in learning the

pursuitaeter tak. The hypotheru must be rejected.
SUbaid1a.r7 Jtypotbu1.a Vi reads

d

follows t

No Practice Control is not u

effect!va u Continually Correct Practice in £acil1t&tillg :I.mprovement in a
pu.nnlitmeter task.

-

The t teat oonducted. on the mean amounts of tmprO'ftlment

-

tar the above groups )'ielde a t of 2.88. tbia 1. significant

beyond the.Ol

found in Table 8.

"'bat type of conclusions can be

drawn

from the result. of test1ng

t

,3
TABLE VIII
NECESSARY COMPONENTS FOR COM?UTING t RATIOS TO
STATISTICALLY TEST ALL PARTS OF HYPOTHESIS V.

;!:

Hypothesis
in
Question

Hypothesis
V

Mean Amounts of
Improvement
Group 1

Group 2

CCP

AOP

3.00

16.72

DifferencE
between
Means

S.E.

D

M

t

I
II

I'

I
III

13.72

1.18

11.63*

II
III

II,
!I

Subsidiary
Hypothesis
Vi

CCP

NPC

3.00

1.27

il

1.73

.60

2.88*

,II
I,

I1I1

* Probability

is less than .01 for 28 degrees of freedom.

,4
Apparently the human organism is extremely restrict! va in 1ilich types ot
input ani feedbaok contribute toward effective la.rge SJ!I()Unts ot per1'ormance
improvement.

If the input and output patterns are coordinated by a stereotype(

correct visual-motor pattern, there i8 no opportunity for the system to operatA
in a "modifying" error-reducing capacity. Appamntly, the injection of error
into the system is • neousar,y and basio oomponent in effecting a degree of
improvement even grossly resembling the improvement of AOP.

The feedback emanating from the continually correct movement of muscles
and eyes deem 't establish the correct pattern of

MO'V'UIent.

The reduction of

error and discrepancy s:ppa.rently do establish stabili2:ed ooordination ot

input, feedback and output.
In learning a perceptual motor skill, an "error free" human organism. is

apparently a less ef.ticient perceptual system than one which can gauge the
ef'.teot of error and 1mt1ate movements on the basis of percelved error.

EXPERIMFNTATIOf{ ',"ITH rIJl'FF.HF.ltr 'I'YI'!S 0F PRACTICE
ON' '.l'HE AlPHABEt PRImDTG TASK

A.

selection end rescription ot SUbjeetB
Between June 17th and August 9th, 196U, approxblatel7 four hundred college

students 'tt.'8re tested in the alphabet printing task.
four hundred students

w..

The vast majorit7

ot

tha

in attendance at Lo7ola Url1.verslty, although about

one hundred twent7 student. were in atWDdance at another university. Testing

was accomplished for the most part in clusroom situations or in small private
groupe.

~tbenever

a group was tested, all individuals in the group practiced

the alphabet. printing according to only one of the eight type. of practice.
Of the four lnmdred male and female college

hundred twenty males betwen the ages of 18 Sl'ld

students tested, only one

24 nre

used in the CQ!tpilatiOJ

ot the dtd4l for the dia.rtation. 'fbe two hlmdred eighty college student.
remaining were not ueed because

attendance.

ot their sex,

age, ph7sical. condition or

A few uplanator;y remarks concerning the basis for exa1ucU.Dg

various 1ndiYiduals from consideration in the data would be appropriate.
To begin 1t'1tb, only males .......re used u subjects 1n order to make the
results obtamed in this tuk someWat comparable to th3 re8ults obtained in

the pUrSUitmeter task.

This naturally excluded all feamle subject. trail

consideration.
In the vast mmtber of people tested, .everal were older than
~~

24

Tears of

S6
age.

'!'hey vere excluded since age wuld definitely cut down on an individual'

speed of printing the letters in the manner called. for by the exper:i.ment.
Several individuals had neurological disorders which did. not impair

mental. functioning. but detinitely did impair muecular coordination. One
person had been tak1ng heavy doses of medication and was not c01'I1pletel)"
"nOrmal" in muscular coordination..

The. . individual. were excluded from con-

sideration in the da" because they were de.t1nitely deemed as nat; belonging to
the hOO1Og8l'l8OWJ sample of the population selected for testing.
The final

considerati(~n

in the data w. . attendance.
ses810n of testing per dq

for the exclusion of subjects from consideration
In this task, subjects either attended. for OM

tor three consecutive

days or

tbe7

were automatS.

excluded from the data.
One may ask how all eight experimental

exactly

15 oubjecta apiece. In three

g1"OUp8

classes tested. there were exa.ctl)"

male subjects in the d•• ired qe range.

~r

1S

Three experimental groups were com-

!)rised of the subject. in theM three claa.s.
and there 'Ware

of eubjecta rece1ved

l.a. than 1S aubjecta fitting

f 'ben

other elae... were teated

the desired character1ni08, the

solicited. the number o! subjects necessary to complete a group

!raft the union.

The subjects solicited in thia -.nner

_1'8 extremely

cooperatiw.

None

of the

subject. tested had ever partiCipated in a aituation ealllng

for printing tbrt letters of the alphabet upside down. During the course of
the three days

ot practicing, subjects were aarnttatly requested to diaqualit:r

themHlwa it' they v.lolated the instructions which explicitly requested them

not to practice tbe task or ewn thlnk ot the letters in an upside down
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fashion outside the time allotted in the practice session.
J. Apparatus
All alpll.&bet printing wu conducted on sheets

at papar $peciaJ.ly prepared

The paper was 8 1/2" by U" and bad 10

tor this task.

1"OIftI

or JIB" by Jl8 ft

squares with 26 squares per row, one square lar each letter of the alphabet.
A euaple sheet can be round in the appendix. AU subjects were requested to
and did in fact, use ball point
alphabet

ware to

perJ.'3,

and on'l.y the capItal letters of the

be printed ~ide down.

O. Procedure
A pneral set 0£' instruotiom; was given to all subJects.

They wre told

that the task that tlley' had to pedorm was to print the letters at the
alphabet, but not in a :regular manner.

They were told to print tho capitel

letters at the aJ.phabat 'U,Pslda down .from tlw right hand corner

nearest to them to the le.rthand corner at the page

onl.7 one letter

in

l'¥UU'$st

tJ.le

pap

to them, pr1nt1n&

each of the 26 sq\l8.l"8S in a l.1ne.

:b"urtller.no:roe, they were instructed to

both are conaidered

1.~an.t.

wo* tor speed and 8CCl1l"&C7,

co.~t.d

had been instructed to

since

They were told that it they finished one

complete line of tba alphabet Wore t1m& was up, they
entire line just

or

'WeJ'9

to coyer up the

with an extra sheet of paper tllat the7 a.1mactY'

have~.

The l1ne juat cOqj)leted was to 'be covered

in order to uke certain that the subJects would not _rely copy the letters

al.read:f printed. !he instructions wre repeated a "cODd t1me and questiona

wre allowed. The iuatructions were also :repeated at the

beg.i.nnin& of each

the other two practice seesi()f;lB.

1'ha .f'1r8t trial. and aU trials ~ ware tor 60 seconds.

.-urea wen recorded

Two

or

S8
printed and 2) the total number of conoect lettere printed. All of the letten
were scored bJ the same experimenter thus his criteria for correctness was
universally appl1ed.

The letters had to be definitely recognizable as the

letter intended before it could be considered correct.

The moet common

mistakes were J, N, Q, S and Z.

All subjects received tbe same general instructions
from which base, pre-practice scores were derived..

r or

the first trial

SpecU'ic instructions gl.'Verl

to tbe various groups are given below.
1.

Actual Orthodox Practice. Arter the general instructions the 1'ftU1bers

of this group were told that they would pract1ce this taek six trials per dq

for three

consecutive~.

Each trial

minute rest pause between trials.

wu of 1 minute!s duration, with a 1

After eaoh trial the subjects 1>.'fJre aaked to

count the total number of characters printed end to indicate that total in the
margin next to tho lines used in that trial.
until the ready signal wee given.

The process

Thq -were tben told to relax
\''U

then repeated tor five more

tr1als.
2.

Imaginarj Praotice.

Atter the general instructions were giwn to

subjects of this group, they were told that they would have only 1 sctual

practice trial 8.rr:i that the nmsainder of their practice trials would be

accomplished with the uae ot iJugina.tion. These subjecte we1"8 instructed that
they \-1ere to 1lagine printing the capital lettera of the alphabet upside down.
They were not to simply picture whet
ing it, lihich in fact means

print it.

It

letter looked 11ke, but 1megine print-

to 1mag1ne making all tbe movements neces88.l7 to

This l-Iaa to be accomplished without actually making an;)" J'I1OVemente

ot the hand or am. 'J.'hey were to imagine printing

ODe

letter in each square

,9
until one entire alphabet ,ms finished.

told to stop.

They tlere to start over again until

At the end of each :i.r1aginary trial they were told to indicate

on the back of' the sheet of paper the total number of letters they had
i''Tw.gined making in the course of the trial.

If for ey..ample a subject imagined

mak"'1ng all the letters in the e.lphabet in the time alotted his score for that
trial 'i:;ould be 26.

After the first actual practice trial a new sheet of paper

"dth the standard squares on it was given to each subject and then

imaginaxy practice trials would begin..

the

The subjects in this group practiced

the same number of trials per day for .3 consecutive days as the AOP gl'OUp.

3. Imaginary and Actual Orthodox Practice.

Once the general instructions

of the task v.'ere given, the subjects were told that they would alternate trials
using AOP and IP.

They were told what was requested

ot

them in the imagill8.I'T

practice trials am in the regular practice trials as described above.

The

subjeots kept track ot their score on each trial 'With the same number ot trials
practiced per day and. the number of days practice a8 for subjects in the AOP
group.

4.

Reduced Actual Orthodox Practice.

The subjects of this group were

given the same in.s1tructions as the subjects in the AOP group except for the
fact that they practiced. each day for hall' the number of trials as the AOP

group.

S.

Continual.ly Correct Practice.

.After the subjects of this group

completed their pre-practice trials, they were told to take the second sheet of
special paper and print the letters of the alphabet right side up from left to
right on the page.

Then they were instructed to turn the sheet around so that

all of the letters were upsid.e down in front of them.

The letters -were all

60
cor.re~

printed right side up so when 'the 8heet upon which they are

~1I'itteD

1& tUl'1'led. al'O\ll'lCi, all of the lettel"8 appear in their correct upside down

positions. At the beginning ot eaoh trul, the subjects simply traced on top

ot the upside do'lttn letters. At
recard hen.: far they bed gotten.
day

the end of a trial they ,....1"8 instructe<i 'to

1'he7 :received. the same 11WIIbel'

of trials per

u the AOP group.

6. Imitation Practice. After the subjects of this
pre-practice base trial, they were told that they

~ul<i

gr~p

completed their

practice the alphabet

printing by making the up81de dCMl figure. of the letters .·;ith their pena

'Without actually maid ng Ilt\T marb an the teet sbeet of paper.

'!hey lffJ1'8

creat1rlg phantom l.ettel"8 as daacr1bed in Chapter I. They 'Were to ooncentrate

on speed as well
Wl"e

a8

accuraq am tbe7 ....1"8 also to keep track of how far thq

able to ge't durina each trial.

~

received the s_ number of pract.ice

trlala as the AOF group.

1. Practice

with No Know1edp of Resulte.

The subjects of thia group

praot1C1!1d in the same lWmer as the subjects of the AOP group With the exoepti< n

that immediately after each trl.al they l:ere told to tum their sheet of pr1ntec:
letters OYer so that they could not see the 1ettel"8 or know

h()\>1

many they had

printed. If they completed a 1.1ne in the time alloted they "-ere to caver that
line ard belin over.

Although a specific knowledge

or bow many letters went

being printed "._ not avaUab1e to these aubjecte, they still had a rough

in.d1eation as t() haw "''811 they went doing i t they "rauld note the m.mJber at
linea that they

lJere

able to accomplish during each succeeding trial.

8. No Practice Control. '.rI:le aubjeats 1n this srouP on day
.imply took one 60 nocmd trial of AOP and on day mmiber

~r

t~. took

one

another

60
D.

MCond trial

or AOP.

llandom Placement of SUbjects in Groupe
The sa."'1e procedura of randaJ1ly selecting subjects for the various groupe

that was followed in the pursu1t.meter task

l'lU

followed bere.

In other words,

it is as$UJllGd that ell the group memw for the baae 60 aecond pre-practice
trials did in £ act arise f:l"OJl the smne homogeneous population.
!"'lake the U8UllIPt.:ton of no

ditfe~ce.

in the mean number

ot

In order to

correctly printed

upside dmm letters per group during the pre-practice trial !lOre or a
certitude, a simple t1lO

~;ay

claseilieation analysis

or

variance wu conducted.

Table 9 8mIllYISrise. the r.teeeasery elements ot the anal)"Sis and the Variance
Ratio obtained. The Variance Ratio

ot .663 obtained

is not significant.

Significance tables for Variance Ratios do not indicate a1\7 significant ratio
tor even an infinite number of degrees tree60m that i8 less than 1.00.

It is theretore relatively safe to aswme that all ot theae

groups ant

starting otrh with the same mean ability to print. the letters of the alphabet
upside down and that differences which exist
800rei

~_n

the group _an starting

ere due to chance tluotuatione.

E. Results mel

~

1. Analysis of Improvements Noted in Each Group
Since it bu. been established that all subjects were in tact randooy
d1atrlbuted among the eight groups • it
not each of theae groups

was able to

~Jou1d

be ""til to determine whether or

1001"8_ their soore to a statistically

significant degree.
P.eference to Table 10 ,,1.l1 reveal all the e88e!ltlal components ",Mch

are

neoes8ar,r to compute t ratios for the aign1fioance of the difference between

-
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TABLE ]X
ANALYSIS OF V!·RIANCE OF PRE-PRACTICE MEAN SCORES TO
DETERMINE IF ALL GROUPS IN THE ALPHABET PRINTING
TASK DID ARISE FROM THE SAME HOMOGENEOUS POPULATION.

Source of
Variation

Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Estimate of
Variance

Between
Groups

261.6375

7

37.3768

Within
Groups

6314.1190

112

56.3761

Total

6541.2996

119

Variance Ratio=

~~:g~~~

K

.6629 which is not significant.

TABLE X

NECESSARY COMPONENTS FOR CONDUCTING t TESTS TO DETERMINE
IF
EACH GROUP IN THE ALPHABET PRINTING TASK IMPRO
VED
TO
A
SIGN
IFICANT DEGREE. ALL MEANS ARE BASED UPON ONLY THE NUMB
ER
OF
CORRECTLY PRINTED LETTERS.

Grou p

Mean Score Stan dard Mean Score
Pre-Practice Devi ation of postTria l
Pre-Prectlce Prac tice
Tria l
Tria l

Stan dard Dirte rence
Devi ation Between
S.Eo
DM
of Post - Mean Pre~
Prac tice Mean Pos1
Tria l
Tria ls

t

11.33*

AOP

23.00

6.98

66.27

12.1 6

43.27

3.82

IP

24.87

7.76

48.40

6.99

23.53

2.78

8.46

I AOP

23.40

7.03

58.80

12.02

35.40

3.72

9.52*

RAOP

24.40

5.16

60.67

8.90

36.27

2.75

13.19*

CCP

25.66

7.90

43.60

14.26

17.94

4.35

4.12*

ImP

27.26

8.75

54.07

11.66

26.81

3.90

6.87*

PNKR

27.26

6.91

64.67

7.15

37.41

2.66

14.0 6*

NPC

25.13

7.01

33.33

8.54

8.20

2.92

2.81*

*Prob abili ty

i:.

is less than .01 for 28 degr ees of freed om.

the p:f'&ooopnactice mean score and the post-practice mean score for each group.

-

The t X"a,tios have been computed and

.as indicated in Table 10 all the eroupe

improved beyond the .01 level of confidence.

2. Analysis of DUference. 1.ft Hean Amounts of Improvement
In order to be able to test statiBt1.ca11y the! P!'!ot1-

l:q'pot.~...

set concemiY'.g the various comparisona, it l;Ul be necessary to teet if the
OYer-all dUterences between all the mean amounts of

1mp~

are

significant or not. A s1mp1e two-'.;q classification anal)'81s of variance can
euUy indicate whether or not the over-ell differences are significant.

For

a more elaborate discussion of the rationale behind this analysis of variance,
the ruder can consult the section of Chapter

m

",,111ch correspor.lda to thia

Tabl& 11 indicatea that the variance ratio obtained is significant bey

the .0$ level of oonrid.ence. Therefore, the di!tenmeea ext.etirc between the

.mean amounts of improvement tor the eight groups must be explained in tems
the eft.eta of the ditfentnt types of practice rather than to chance

dittenmcea.

,. statistical Testing for Specific !.

eon. fflpothesea

Since it has been estab11ahed that. the over-all differences

bet~1Mn

mean mnaunt. of improvement are s1gnitican't there i8 some degree of justU1
tiaa tor proceeding 'With the teninI for the significance of the ditterenees

between specific mean amounts of impraver.wmt.
a.

Test1llg of RJpothes1a I
~thesi.

I reeds:

Imagina17 Practice 1.

8.

ettective as Act

Orthodox Practice in the leaming of an upside dosm alphabet printing taek.
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TABLE XI
ANALYSIS OF VARIAHCE OF POST-PRACTICE MEAN SCORES
FOR GROUPS IN THE ALPHABET PRP-TTDIG TASK.

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Between
Groups

14,350.0740

7

Within
Groups

lq194.8940

112

Total

24,544.9680

119

Estimate of
Variance

.

2050.0157
91.025

2050.0157
Variance Ratio:
91.025 : 2.252 which is significant beyond
the five per cent level of confidence.
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The essential components necesaary to test the above null

can be

t at 5.74 indica.tes that there is a real dUterence in
of improwment to
derived frm learning the alphabet printing

found in Table 12.

the amount

~heeis

The

be

by

the use of imagination and li'Y the use of actual practice.

The null bJpothesia

must, therefore, be rejected.
Subsid1a1'7 Hypothesis Ii read8 as follOVll I

No Practice Control subjects

"Jill not improve as much as subjects using Imaginary Practice, nlthough both
t~1i"
Q

of practice necesaitate only

tl-)'O

trials at Actual Orthadaa: Practice: 1)

pre-practice trlal and 2) a post-practice trial. The eSHntilill elements

-

necessary ta conduct a t ten for the significance of the difference in the

ahow

t\l'Q'rOOtmS

-

can be to'tlJ1d in Table 12. The t of 6.16 18 e1gn1f1cant beyOl¥!

the .01 level of conf1c:lenoe. The above
Through the test1ne

~heai.

ot Hypothesis I,

I.~nar::'

can be aooepted.

Practice MS been shawn to

be an effect!va agent in producing t'nttticient amounts and ldnds
input. arr.t feedback necesssry to
l.~S

le~l"l1

the alphabet printing task. The IF

The amount of iaprovement noted

It seems as though

t..l-)e

gt"O\ll

~1y

printing.

was achie'W'ed v,ltithout J..OP.

1..nternal input and feedback aYailable are of

sufficient strength to effect the simple

was

internal

able to impJ'0"t'8 to a statistically significantl,. better degree than the

NPC group.

for,

~

tom

of coordinated

output called

The reader ,dll recall that in the punmitTneter task IP

only as effective B8 NPC.

-

Undoubtedly, then, what the 0 is being called

upon to do in the pursuitmeter task 1s much more difficult end required more
complete and coordinated input end feedbaok than i8 needed in the nlpMbet
printing task.

b. Testing of H,ypothesie II
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TABLE XII
~lECESSARY Cor~PO~ENTS FOR COMPUTI;JG t RATIOS TO
STATISTICALLY TEST ALL PARTS OF HYPOTHESIS I.

Hypothesis
in
Question

Hypothesis
I

Subsidiary
Hypothesis
Ii

Mean Amounts of
Improvement
Group 1

Group 2

AOP

IP

43.27

23.53

IP

NPC

23.53

8.20

Difference
between
Means

S.E.
D

M

t

19.74

3.44

5.74 *

15.33

2.49

6.16*

I

!

* Probability

is less than .01 for 28 degrees of freedom.

It'Pot..~sis

II reads:

A cortibtrwtion of

~

Pnlctioe plus Actl.Ull

Orthodox Practice is as effective aa Actual Ort.hodcx Practice in acquiring en
alphabet printing task.
the rooen amounts of
stati.stical~

-

Table 13 re'V"Mls the t te8tc tor the difference

1mp~nt

~V~_J

and it will 'be noted that there 18 no

signiticant d1.t'tenmoe in the Wo type8 of practice in teJ'mllf ot

their effecting 1noreues in pertOrtrt4nce. The hypothesis 1e accepted.
SUbsid:1.al:j' Hypothesis

n

1 read..

a8

follow;

Reduced Actual Orthodox

Practice is not as ettecti.,. a8 a colribinetion of Imaginary plus Actual Ortheda
Practice in learning an alphabet print1n(t task elthough in effect both t7pea
f4 practice 'W3e an equal JlUJIIb$r

ot

Jlctual Orthodox Practice trials.

-

In Table

13, a t teet for the dUte:renoe between MOP and I+AO? has been conducted. Tb
t dbta1necl im10atea no dU'tenmca in mean
in this

~sisl t.'le

amounts

of~.

T.tnta far

results hmre been idtmtiealldth thoae of the punndt-

meter tuk.
SUbsidiary Hypothesi. II 11 readll:

Reduced Actual Orthodo:.c '?raotice ia

not fl.e Ed,·teotift aa Aotual Orthodox Practi ce since AOP uses tl.1.ce as m.ucb.

practice .. RAOP. Reference to Table 13 %'e"IUla t..'lat the above l'qpothu1a
lIIWtt be: %'ejected.

No atatl8tically

significant difference 1s indicated be:t'WG41b

the Wo t.ypes of practice. It appears as though

~d.th 6

total 01 cnl7 8 one

minute practice trials subjects begin reaChing an ~ote o£ perf~ in

this teak 'Hhicb subjects pl-aeticing tor 1.6 one nd.nute trials haft al.re~

It thlUl ~ sa though the combini1'll of IP l.i.th AOP adds llttle (in
terms of ace~" ueef'ul input 61nd feedback) to Utprov1ng pertorwmoe

both in tl-.e alphabet printing task tlD! the p1D."IIuitmatel" task.
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TABLE XIII
NECESSARY COMPO~'JE~nS FOR Cm1?UTING t RATIOS TO
STATISTICALLY TEST ALL PARTS OF HYPOTHESIS II.

Hypothesis
in
Question

Hypothesis
II

Subsidiary
Hypothesis
III

Subsidiary
Hypothesis
IIll

Mean Amounts of
Improvement
G-roup 1

Group 2

AOP

I AOP

43.27

35.40

I AOP

RAOP

35.40

36.27

AOP

RAOP

43.27

36.27

Difference
between
Means

S.E.

D
M

t

7.87

3.80

2.07

.87

3.39

.256

7.00

3.56

1.94

10
In terms of the cod:>inetion of 11' 1.1.tb AOP the human perceptual motor
8)'8'tem reaota in very similar 1-r&ys in two taaka.

However, in terms of the

e£fectivenesa of IP, the bu:run perceptual motor S78telll reacts quite

ditt.pm'hl~

c. Testinl of lf1potheais III
Jtvpothea1e III :reads as tollows r

Reduced Actual Orthodcex Pract101

is as efteott,.. u Pnactice ldth No Knowledp of P.esults for acquiring an
alphabet printing tut even though the OV'el'-all amount of actual practice for
the RAOP group 1s half that of subj$0t8 practicing 1d.th no Jmm.tledge of their

pertCl"lUnce. Table

mean amounts of

1.4 indicates thll't there is no difference between the two

Utp~.

'fbJI

queet10n to be posed bare is WeI Are the.

two grau.pe so s1Milar in the amount. of periormallCe iapl"O'VlAment noted beCause
of the prohibitive luapeota of no knowledge of results or becauae of the speed

1-Jith 'frlhiob th.18 tuk is acqu1red? The more conservative .....1" and the more
l"e£lliR1c 0D8 18 the latter of tbe two altemat1wa. It appeal'8 •• 'tllouIh
subjects rap1dl7 approach a performance ~ in thie task "'hieh makea 1 t

utnmaly d1ff1cult to detect 41fterenee. 1ft practice efficiency

arn

~18en

Pmm

P..AOP.
SUbsidiary IJ:rpotMaie III i :reads.

Orthodox: Practice 18
althoueh

a8

A onl!1b1netim of Duginar,y tlnd. Actual

effective .s Practice with No KJl(Mledp of Reaultl

sub..,.ota 'WId.rag I+AOP would actuall7 practice only one balt the DUmber

of tr:la.l.s aa eubject8 in the PNKR group_

Table

lh indicates that there 1. no

d1!fenmce in the two mean amounts of improvement.

Once alain, 1n.f'ol'ml''1tion

ape.

obtaLned in testing the other tvPotheael suggest. that the fec111tatinc
aap€cta of combining IF 1dth AOP are necligible .. are the prohibitive

or ldtholding

inf'~1on

in PHKR.

fhe effects

ot these t.,pea ot practice
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TABLE XIV
NECESSARY COMPONENTS FOR COMDUTIN3 t RATIOS TO
STATISTICALLY TEST ALL PARTS OF HYPOTHESIS III.

Hypothesis
in
Question

Mean Amounts of
Improvement
Group 1

Group 2

PNKR

RAOP

37.40

36.27

Difference
Between
Means

S.E·

D

M

t

-~-

Hypothesis
III

Subsidiary
Hypothesis
IIIi

Subsidiary
Hypothesis
IIIii

PNKR

I AOP

37.40

35.40

PNKR

AOP

37.40

43 .. 27

1.13

3.45

.327

2.00

3.69

.542

5.87

3.83

1.53
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must still be 'Viewed upon in terms of tbe actual visual-museul.ar input and
feedback AVAilable for ef':tective use in acquir.ing the task.
SUbsidiary B;vpotbesis

m

11 reads:

Actual

Ort;bodQx

Practice is more

-

eltective than Practice with Ho Knowledge of Results. The results of the t
test ind:1cated in Table 14 necessitate that this

~8i& 'be

rejected.

Although the d:i..f."f'enmce is in the expected cli.J:'ection, the probabillt7 of this

d:1ttG.l"EmCe havirJg arisen on the baais of chance 18 quite high (approx1matelT

.20).
For all r4 the aspects of

or

~1a

m,

it appears as though the lewl

the d1.tt1culty of the task caoutJ.a.ges the diverse effectiveness of the

different t1PlJs of practice.

It also appears as though the prohibitive

aspects of libat has been described as PHitR have been m:h1h,.l i f not negl1g1ble
In :reallty, it appears as thOUlh this should have been :referred to as Practice
with eome Knowledge of Beaul.ts" for in all perceptual JIOtor leam1ng" a subject must have at lam

othenr.1.se be would

certa1nl.y

know

SOUle

a~

iDd1cat1on as to tba propriety of his act1ons,

f'unction at a level of prohabUity.

at least 1n a gross wq that the)"

have printed

Subjects

more letters

from one trial to the next. b7 noting appro:x1matel,y the number of alphabets
printed and the

letter stopped at--it it 18 in

be~. middle

or end of the

alphabet.
B;vpotbesi& IV reads:

Imitation Practice is as effective as lOP in the

acquisition of an alphabet printing task.

-

The :results of t.be t test conducte

in 'rable l$ force the coaclusion that ImP i& de£1nitel1' not as effective as
AOP.

SUbs1d1ar:r lf1potheaiB IV i reads as follows:

Ho Practice Coatrol is not
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TABLE XV
~ECESSARY COMPO:mNTS FOR COivPUTIN':; t RATIOS TO
STATISTICALLY TEST ALL PARTS OF HYPOTHESIS IV.

Hyoothesis
in
Question

Mean Amounts of
Improvement
Group 1

Hypothesis
IV

Subsidiary
Hypothesis
IVi

* Probability

Group 2

ImP

AOP

26.80

43.27

ImP

NPC

26.80

8.20

DifferencE
between
Means

S.E.
DM

t

16.47

3.62

4.55*

18.60

2.74

6.78

is less than .01 for 28 degrees of freedom.

*
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as e£fectiw as Imitation Practioe in FacUitattng 1nt>rovement in a p'U.l"SU1ttest conducted. tor
differences
tound in Table lS
results 1nd1oate
hypothesis

meter task. 'l'he

in

the

t

and the

~t

be accepted.

that the

Z1erel3' making the outl1nes of the letters, thus creating

can be

~="

1q>resai.ona of them, doe8 seem to facilitate 1q;>1"OV'8fiBIlt to a ccnnderable

dagree although the araount of iq)1"OV'8fiBIlt doe8 not reach that atta:ined by AOP.

It appears as tbouih some dagree of' cOO1'd1ut1.on betwen input, feedback and
output can be ach1eYed. by tb18 method, cmm

thoush the subJects

do

not receiw

an opporl.ura1t7 to . . tbe reaults of what tbe7 think 8bould be printed. except

in ttphantom"

tom.
Oont1.ft'Wlll07 Correct Practice 18 as effective as

1J7patbe818 V .....:

Actual Orthodox Practice in l.earn:lng an alphabet pr1nt1ng task.

table 16 reveals that
between the
88

- ot

the t

DB_ ~8

ot iD;>l"CMImIimt 1nd1cates that OCP :I.a

SUhe1c:11a1y

The bWotbas1s
~

pertOl"!l8nCe

above~.

det1Ilitel¥ not

iJl4lro'ftmllmt in an alphabet

must, the1"8fOl'9, be rejected.

V 1. reads:

10 Pract.ice Control is DOt as effective

.. Cont1nua1.l7 eon.ct Practice in :tacUitating
printing task. fahl.e 16

to

18.6) obtaiQed .from teeting tor the d.1.t"tueocea

e1'f'ect1w as AOP in tacllitatinS

pl"1rlt1ng task.

~

~

~nt

in an alphabet

-

a t ot 2.71 which was obtainsd in test1ng the

'the t 18 81gn1t1CC1t at the .Os l.f:rIel of ccat1den.ce.

What concluaione can be dNm from testing ft7potbe818 V?

Courpare4 to AOP

the et1'ect.s of CCP in facilitating pertoruoce iDl>1"OV'8fiBIlt are not Wl7 areat.
It the inputarul output pattel'll8 of

~

given letters and p1"1Dt1ng

thera 1lj)8ide down . . coordinated ..". cor:rect t1x8d patterns, there 18

Uttle opportun1t7 tor tbe perceptual motor
natural

e~

~

-

to operate in 1ts

""'&"r---~

Dm'8

capacit7- "Giv1na" the 0 col'ftCt p&ttem to be
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TABLE

XVI

NECESSARY COMPONENTS FOR CO~.f?UTI?rG t RATIOS TO
STATISTICALLY TEST ALL PARTS OF HYPO~HESIS V.

Hypothesis
in
Question

Hypothesis
V

Subsidiary
Hypothesis
Vi

Mean AmoUnts of
Improvement
Group 1

Group 2

CCP

AOP

17.93

43.27

CCP

NPC

17.93

Difference
between
Means

S.E.
DM

25.34

1.36

18.63*

9.73

3.59

2.71

~{*

8.20

* Probability is less than .01 for 28 degrees of freedom.

**Probability

t

is less than .05 for 28 degrees of freedom.
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practiced makes the

.2 more

passi·J'e to input and feedbv de which a re

~lded

and.

in being more passive, the effects of the .feedback and input are sterilized.

The

S4.W

applied here:

general concl. uaion applied to Hypothesis V in Chapter TIl can be
"In learnine a perceptual motor skUl, an Je:rror-free' human

orgar.ism is apparently a less efficient perceptual system than one which can
gauge the effect of error and initiate

~

on the bu1s of perceived

error. tf Real rnwements, real pr1.nted foms and real error make

coord1mt1on

be~n

tar better

input, £eedbaek and output than imitated. mO'Wlments,

phantom printed forms and hypothetical error.

Pu.rpoae

A.

The purpose ot this chapter 18 to deteraine 1£ the typea of praet.1.
applied to the alphabet printing task

am

to the pureu1tmeter task yield

oomparable amounts and kinde of input and .feedback 1ntomat1on.

Phra_

d1f'tenmt17, the u..-ntial queeti on presented ben i8 thi.. Doe. the .b\1mIm
.,...

._ntial~

der1". comparable amount. and kind. at input alii teec!back

lntOftBtlon from the same Vpe ot practice orientation appl.led to tbe two
cI1ttenmt k1nde

ot . . . being

uaed?

It the Non erreot1ve through the l....n effective mean. of practice in
tM punru1tmeter tuk in terma of tbe amaunt of lmpro...m. noted tn the
dUterence between pre-praot1ce aid post-practlce scores 111
moat

.rteot1'V8

through the least et.tecti..

lIfWl8

c~re4

with tbe

of practice in the alphabet

prJ..nting task, an index of the extent to which these bierlll.rchie. -arM can be

The perfect,

I'IWftU"8

to detemitte the index of relat10uhlp or corMlation

bet.en the ran. of the tJpea of praot1ce in tex. of effective,... 18 tbI

-

rank onter cOl.'Telat1on coefficient, rho.

17
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Table 17

ShOl·;S

the x'ank order of the venous types of practice :frorr. nost

effeot5,ve through least e!tective.

The neceseSl')'" calculations are aleo shO"fll.

In this case ~ P .. .381 \:hich is significant

~t

the .01 11!rVel o£ confidence

(UndenlOcd, D\mcan, Taylor and Cotton, 19S4.. Table

:s).

But li'dlt precise1)" does this rfJOaSure of correlation indicate as opposed

to s, hsl"8on nroduct mamettt coefficient ot correlation? l,llen

.

hne and the1'8fore, it may be interpreted a. a measure

correlation between ranks.

~

-me

i.

the amount of linear

COlds, 19)8, 194Q , Underwood, D1mctm, Tqlor ami

Cotton, 1951u and i'homton, 19b.).
In order to obtdD .. !'OUCh index of how • acat'ber d1aara ot pointe
repntSenting the varioue t7Pea

~

practice for the alphabn printing task snd

the purauitaeter tuk, Figure , halt been conatncted. Vote that the po1nta
seem to distribute themaelves in an

c.

a~lr

linear relat.1cmahip.

C~ue1onal

The IIlO8i ettectift .aM of practice for the alphabet pr:lnt1n& tuk 18 the

most etfttct1ve Mana at practice for the P1U'ft1tmeter taek and ermeral17
speaking that is the cue on down the Ih8. .AlthOUlh not perfectly linear, tbI
nmk

~atlOMb1ps

have •

~bl0 degree

or

aWlarit7 and 40 sb.ow

s1pd.t1caaoe .e mentioned abO'V'lJ.
Fran the dbaerntions _de bere, it appears as thouah the hmuft peroeptual-

motor learning

~

der1..... cClt7p8.rabl. benefit. fJ'ofq a1m:1.1ar

and feedback in t'WO tUttenmt realme of endeavor.

The

.moun~

t~

alii kiDde of

tnfor.m&t1on .cee.at7 tor the organi.'. peroeptual....m.or lesnUng
ettec\

.min lnela

of 1.nput

~

to

of periol"Bl8Dca erfic1enc::y in different taake . . . to be
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RANK DIFFERENCE CORRELA TIO~ BE'I'WEEN EFFECTIVE?~ESS
OF VARIOUS TYPES OF PRACTICE IN THE PURSUITMETER
TASK A:'W THE ALPHABET PRINTING TASK.

'Rank in
Rotary
Type of Practice Pursuit
Task

Rank in
Alphabet
PrintinS
Task

0

0

AOP

1

1

0

0

IP

7

6

1

1

I AOP

2

4

2

4

RAOP

3

3

0

0

PNKR

4

2

2

4

ImP

5

5

0

0

CCP

6

7

1

1

NPC

8

8

0

0

Rho:

n

r =1

2

2
610

-

f : .881

N(N2 -1)
\~ich

is significant at the
.01 level of confidence
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FIGURE III
A SCATTER DIAGRAM OF THE MEAN AMOUNTS OF
B!PROVEi\mNT DERIVED BY THE EIGHT TY PE~ OF
PRACTICE IN THE ALPP~BET PRINTING TASK AND
THE PURSUITMETER TASK.

Bl.
c~.

Thus the organism obtaining input

8m

feedback of a certain ldnd in

one task tends to utilize 81mt1ar input and feedback in another tuk to a
cOttpcrably effective degree.

It l,-'ould be w1 to make the abave conclusions with certain qualificatiON
It :m.\lSt be remntbe:red that there are d1!ference8 in the starting level
prot1ciertC1 bet'tteen the two toks used.

or

Arr.f eort ot paper and pencil tuk

already involves highly devel..oped l,rriting skills whereas in tbe pursuitaeter

tuk this does not seem to \:;·e the ea_. Thus the improvemente dwived by the
subjects for all types of practice in both tasks !IJWrl:, be considered in the

light ot the different starUng 1evele o£ proficiency eubjects utilise in
alphabet printing am rotary put'-suit.

CHAPTER VI
THE BElATIaf

or

PRACTICE ACCELERlTIOM TO

PERFORMlRCE IHPHOVEMElIT
A.

Purpose

This chapter is designed to considDr certain questions concemin& the
relationship between the rate at which the various groups practice and the
over-all aount or perfor.nce improvement they _re able to achieve.
In Chapter V it was noted which types of practice _re most effective and
which _re least effective in facilitating performance improveaent from the
pre-practice trial to the post-practice trial.
here is this:

The major question to be aske

In the alphabet printing task, for exauple, does the mean rate

at which the subjects of a group use the input and feedback avail able to them
in producing characters according to their unique practice output (such as t

phantom letters of ImP or the ccapletely correct letters of COP or the
imagi.nar)r letters of IF) correspond with the group which achieved the greate
over-all amount of improvement? Does the fastest rate of increasing performance in practice trials according to the various practice orientations correspond with the group mich achieved the areatest amount ot 1q>:rovement from
the pre-practice trial to the post-practice trial?
The most natural inclination 18 for one to suggest that the group with

the fastest rate of practicing will make the greateat amount of 1mprove.nt
noted in the difference between pre-practice and post-practice scores.

82

The
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first integral element necessary to determine 11' the relationship between rate
and improvement is direct, inverse or non-existent is an indication as to the
comparative rates at which the various types of practice are able to produce
letters according to the characteristic modes of orientation being used.
B.

Method
Before the rates of output for these various types of practice are pre-

sented, the limitations of the data must be considered. There are onl7 four
types ot practice which can be compared tor rate in the pursuitmeter task,
because there vas no genuine way to record daily trial by trial improve_nt
for the CCP, the ImP, the IP and the !fPC.

Theretore, the rate ot increase

be presented for only AOP I MOP, PBR and I <f:A.OP j however the statistical

treatment to be applied to the relationship between the ranks of the practice
1mpJ"O'V8IIl811t

and the ranks of the over-all iBprovement cannot accOllll1Odate a

amall number of only four elements.

Thus the analysis will have to be limite

to a consideration of the alphabet printing task for which there are records

ot the number of letters accomplished per tr1.al trom trial number two through
trial number seventeen tor six ot the eight groups. There are no practice
trials tor the NPC group and the data trom the RAOP group cannot be compared
tor rate with groups which practiced tor twice as naany trials. Thus only six
croups w1ll be cona1dered.
In Figure

4 can

be found the mean number

ot seconds that each

of the

t

groups remained on target tor day number one through day number five. Accord
1ng to the rough indications apparent in the figure, AOP has the over-all

highest rate ot acquisition and it also had the greatest amount ot pertormanc
improvement although tor the first two days or practice I+AOP seemed to
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5

8S
out-accelerate AOP.

The lowest rate or acceleration, MOP, had the third

largest amount of inprovement of aU eight groups which seems to slightly
indicate an inverse relationship.

The type or over-all relationship

to be

derived here between rate and amount or improvement must remain an tmanswrabl
question because of the data limitations.
C.

Results and Conclusions
In Figure $, are represented the mean number or letters accomplished per

trial per day tor the six groups which readUy lend thelllHlves to analysis.
However, as the graph 1s in its present f'om, it would be next to 1mpossible
to actually datel"Jlline the over-all highest rate

or practice

and the next

hiahest rate and so on. 1'beref'ore, the f'ollowing _thod of' determining a
hierarchy of rates of' acceleration was devised.

The mean number of' letters

accomplished per trial was recorded tor each of' the six groups in question.
The group which accompliabed the moat letters on, f'or example, trial number

two was giVWI a rank of 1 and the next. highest group was given a rank of' 2,
and so on.

This process W8 repeated f'ar each trial f'rom 2 to 17.

that a given

~up

The ranks

had obtained on all sixt.een practice tr1als were sUl1lll8d

f'or all six groups and the group which had the lowat total was the group with
the highest rate of' over-all acceleration.
1.

It therefore received a rank of'

'!'he next lowest total received a rank of 2 and 80 on down the line.

Thus,

a measure of the ranks of' the highest through the lowest over-all rate of
acceleration was obtained.

It vas a sil:tple matter to rank the groups accord-

ing to the greateat amount of improvement through least amount of' improvement.

The two sets of' ranks were then analyzed f'or the amounts of correlation

betWl88n them according to the Spearman rank: diff'erence coefficient of
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of correlation, rho.

-

The calculation of rho as _11 as the ranks discussed above can be found
in Table 18.

'l'bB

Pof -.f:J:) obtained is not Significant for the number of

paired rank differences that are avai J able.
It appears, then, from all indications that 1n the alphabet pr1ntinl
taak, the human system is functioning with an izmIrse relationship between
rate ot practice and over-all amo\mt o£ improvement for the t1P8s of practice
investigated.

It seems as though the input and feedback available while

practicin& allows tor rapid output in terms of whatever is called for but

that the rapid output is of little si&nif'ica.nce in facilitat1n& performance
in;:>rovement from pre-practice to poat-practice scores.

The intormation

available to one group allows rapid acceleration aecordin& to a particular
mode of practice, but the human perceptual motor leaming system is appuent17
ext~

select!ve as to what v.Ul and what will not become performance

increasing, effective input and feedback.

TABLE XVIII

RANK DIFFERENCE CORRELATION BETNEEN VARIOUS TYPES OF PRACTICE IN
TERMS OF OVER-ALL AMOtmT OF IMPROVEMENT AND RATE OF PRACTICE
ACCELERATION.

Type of ,
Practice
AOP

Trial ..
2 I 3 4

5

6

7

8

9

6

5

6

:3

3

5 4.5 4

4.5 5

Column ...

IP

4.5 3

3

3

3

5

6

I+AOP

4.5 6

5

6

5

6

5

3 4.5 5

4

4

4

4

PNKR

10 11 12 13 14 15

3.5 3
6

6

16 17

*

A

B

C

D

D2

4.5 4

4

4

5

4

71..': 5

1

4

16

3

3

5

6

5

6

5

67

4

5

1

1

6

4.5 6

5

6

3.5 6

86.5 6

3

:I

9

3.5 3

63

3

2

1

1
4

3.5 4.5 5

6

3

3

3

ImP

1.5

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

29.5 2

4

2

CCP

1.5 1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1 11

18.E 1

6

5 25
% DG::.56

Column
A-Sum of all ranks for all trials.
B-Overal1 rank in alphabet printing
task in terms of acceleration.
C-Rank in terms of amount of overall amount of improvement
~-Difference between ranks.
D2-Diffe~ence between ranks squared.

Rho

= P=

1 -

f:- .60 which is not significant.
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CHAPTER VII

A THEORETICAL ORIENTATION

Emest R. Hilgard (19$6) has pointed out some interesting problems relating to the concepts of reinforcement, provisional try and f'eedback.

An

attempt will be made here to weave the information collected in this research
into the f'ramework of' the problem pointed out by' Hilgard.

To quote HUgard:

Many learning problems require the selection of' one or another
possible mode of' action in order to reach a goal. Because
altemative responses appear one atter another until the correct
one is stumbled upon, this leaming is cClllll101'1l¥ described as
trial and error. This designation is descriptively appropriate
to severel standard laborato17 experiments. In !.Iator-skill
experiments, acceptable responses have to be discovered within a
range of movement possibilities; in the problem box, there is
usual.:Qr one correct response among many unspecified possibilities;
in disc.rimination exper1Jrants, selection is to be made f'rom among
f'1Dd altemativesj in the maze and m.ul.tiple-discr1m1nation
experiDents, successive choices must be integrated in proper order.
Two 1I&1n theoretical problems ariee: the problem of the nature of'
the original adjustment end:1na in the correct act; and the problem
as to how this adj~nt is facilitated when the situation is
repeated.
(HUgard, 19$6, p. 469 - 470)
The tirst of' the two explanations of'.fered

b7 Hilgard is that

of Edward

L. Thomdike's. Tbomdike's approach was to separate the two problems with
the original adjustment of' the organism being considered as a result of the
"law of multiple response. tf This law s1q:>ly intimates that the organism has
a predisposing tendency to vary its responses in a given problem situation
with a wide variety of' the acts existing wit.hin it. These various responses
are executed in a semi-random tashion untU a correct one is chanced upon.
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Then, according to Thorndike, a second principle
is the Ulaw of effect."

~comes

operative and that

This law simply stipulates that when the same

situational problem is repeated, the response that was rewarded has a better
position in comparison with the rest of the possible variety of responses, and
thus it would tend to l::ecame operative at an earlier point than before.
Although a situation may be comparatiwly novel, prior e:xperiences will have
established some preferential orders of response, thus the multiple responses
occurring will never be truly random.
closely compact pUlle t;;ox.
biting to get out.

An example of this might be a cat in a

His first reaction may be that of scratching and

He very probabl,.. would execute the same response i f he

were put in a shoe box or if he were caught in some exceptionallY' thick
bushes.

The analysis of the sequence of steps taken by learning organisms is

what Hull attempted to formulate.
Hilgard has also proposed the alternative answer to the problem of the

original act of adjustment and hew it is facilitated.
alternative, the aet of original behavior is

According to this

!!2! simply

the application of

earlier habits to the new Situation, but rather it is a "genuine attempt at
discovering the route to the goal."

(H1lgard, 1956, p. 470)

The previous

experiences of the organism are used but within a manner which is appropirate
to the present.

This kind of an interpretation, according to H1lgard,

renders the original act of adjustment a ;erovisionel

~

confirmed or negated by its ultimate success or failure.
note that the proviSional

~

behavior of Tolman and Krech.

which is to be
Hilgard is quick to

is very much analogous to the "hypothesis"

According to HUgard, "the theory supposes that

a provisional behaVior rou.te is kept in suspension until ita consequences
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ohange its provisional status; i t it is oonfimed it is an appropr1.ate path of

action to be followed under like circumstances. u
In

1948,

(BUgard, 1956. P. 470).

when B1lprd first presented the concept of the provisional

the concept of feedback bad not gained any' wide degree of popularity-

be1ns implied

Sl

What is

by' the erovisional ~ is simply' that there 1s feedback that.

corrects provisional attempts accord:iDg to the consequences derived.

et reinto:rrcemant under the oonceptions of provisional. tr,y

'l'be role

and of Feedback

assimilates an iDtormative role. When a correct response is made, the
intormation ted back to the orgam.aa indioates no discrep&nc7 or error between
the desired state and the present state.

'Tne goal has been reached.

The concept of the provisional try with its resultina feedback and either

contimation or denial

o~

an appropriate goal seems definitely more applicable

to the tasks which haTe been investigated and. the data obtained. than the two-

part process Vtich 'l'horndike outlined.
In the pursuitDeter task, the perf'ormance which is called tor is a senes

ot circular am movements coordinated in a particular direction. The unique
tumbling of a subject 1s not blind responc1i.Dg fl'ODl a bag of semi-random

responses, but rather is • clo_13 kn1t contiDuoua aeries t1 atteaupts to
reduce erzoor or discrepancy betwen the goal desired and the present. state.
The

~

random aeries of movements are

-117 explained on

the baai. of

new att.eu¢. to cool"di.rate feedback and input into a more etfic:i.ent on-target
output.

In being subjected to d:i.fterent kinds

or

practice rather than

orthodox _thode, the subjects involved are being farther and fartbel"

removed from the most opt1nN1ll conditions for a provisional. tr.,y.
In one type of practice, CCP, the provisional t:r,y was eliud nated and the

result was a rather complete inability of subjects to profit very much in
either task.

When the correct mode of attack is imposed on an organism,

per.t'ormance is inhibited and information being ted back from the visual image
and muscles .tlexions is being super.t'icially iDposed upon the organiam and is
thus useless rather than being intemall.y' ass1m11ated and thus etfective in
increasing performance efficiency.
In IP in the pursuitmeter task, an organin 1'11&1' be mentally assuming a

continuous series ot provisional trys, but until they are in

8().Q8

way

implemented or put to the task, they reaain b7,potheticall.y' provisional rather
than actual trys.
The concept of the provisional try is

printing tuk.

equaJ..l3 applicable to

the alphabet

Both the type of input avaUable to the organisms and the

teedback available to them in le8.l'l'l1n& are active ingredients in iq,lJ.ementing
or inhibiting provisional trys.
The organism must use his -mo17 ot the letters as a basis tor printing
the letters upside down accordinC to the instructions.
this case thus arises from inside the organism.

1'he initial input in

\Om the sipl to start is

given, the subjects uses past knowledge of the letters in their normal

-

positions to print them in the inverted order. As 0 prints a letter, v1aual
and motor teedback are available to him.

It there 1s no discrepancy or error

betwen the inverted engram (as devised by the subject) and the visuo-motor
teedback conceming what has been printed, he can continue to the next letter.
Error can enter into the system in two ways, 1) when a letter 1s
incorrectly' inverted as 1 t becomes input into the system, in which case
motor coordination or output which prints the letter will find no error; and
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2) when a letter is correctly inverted as it becomes input but coersion of
muscular pattem b.1 virtue of habituation causes an incorrect character to be
printed.

The system mayor may not detect the error depending on speed of

output, which if slow would make the system more likely to be

s~nsitive

to

incongruities between input, output and feedback.
Since the alphabet printing task is apparently a simpler task and the
motor habits necessary to perform it are developed to a great extent, the
provisional trys are much more easily facilitated in IP than they were in the
pursultmeter task, hence the rather large amount of over-all
IP in the printing task.

improv~nt

for

CCP, however, is about as efficient in the alphabet

printing task as it was in the pursuitmeter.
Thus, depending on the degree to which the provisional try is implemented
and the &r.101.U1t and kind of feedback available greater or lesser facilitation
of efficient perfonaance output can be acbieved.
According to the orientation presented here, it would seem as though
Hilgardts concept of the provisional tr,y is definitely Justifiable.

CHAP'l'ERVIII
SOO1ARY AND CorWLUSIONS

This studT sou;ht to invest1gate the cOJI)U"8ti" e.f'tectiVfm8SS

or

d1fte:rent types of practice 1rlTolv1ng d1t.tenmt amounts and kinds of iDput
and feedback 1ntotuaUon in the acquisition

or

a pursuitnater task and an

upside down alphabet prlnting task.
There we1'8 eight t;rpes of practice orientations investigated with all
eight types of' practice be1.ng applied to both tasks.
practice were:
I~ plus

The e1&bt types of

1) Actual Orthodox Practice, 2) lmag1na.r.r Practice, J)
Actual. Orthodox: Practice, 4) Reduced Actual. Orthodax Practice,

S) COl'lt1m:&al.q COZT8Ct Practice, 6) Iadtation Practice, 7) Practice

nth Ho

Knowledge of Results and 8) Bo Practice Control.

These various types of practice wre to be cOlJl)rehensivel.T compared along
three genel"ll. l1nes of

1nQui.l7 'b7 t1nJt stipulatiDCa series

tqpotheses coaceming tlw

ettecti~_

of

! priori

of the var10us types of practice 10

facUitat1nc increases in performance; secondl7 'b7 imer-task comparison of
the ettectivenees of the ditferent t1PU of practice and; third1.7, tv' coaqper1ng the rate of 1188 of input and feedback avail ab.1a as meUUl"ed b;r progress
per trial per dq with over-all amounts of imp1"OV8lDlmt.

The variOl1S

! pl"1ori hypotheses wUl

results of the statistioal
If7pothesis I reada:

test1.na

be presented below along with the

of the hypotheses tor each

ot the tasks.

Imaginary Practioe is as effective u Aotual.
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9$

Orthodolt Practice.

In both the pursui tlll3ter task: and the alphabet printing

task, this hypothesis was rejected.

Subsidiary Hypothesis I 1 reads:

Practice Control is not as effective as

~

10

Practice, although both

types of pract1ce neceS81tate only two trials oJ: Actual Orthodox Practice,;
1) • pre-practice trial and 2) a post-practice trial.

RPC was just as

effective as IP in the pursu.1tmeter task, but not in the alphabet printing
task.
llJpotbes1s II reads:

A combination of lmaginar.y Practice and Actual

Orthodox Practice 1s as efi'ective as Actual Orthodox Practice.
this h7P0tbes1s

was accepted. SUba1di&r.Y Hypothesis II i reades

In both tasks
Reduced

Actual Orthodox Practice 18 not as ettective u a comb:l.natico of Imaginary'
and Actual Orthodox Practice although.. in effect, both types
an equal number

ot AOP trials. This lvPothesis must

ot practice usa

be rejected since in

both tasks no 8:1 gn1:ticant d1fterencea were tmmd bet....n RAOP and I +ACP •
Suba1d1ary Hypothesis II i1 reads:

Reduced Actual. Orthoda&: Practice is not as

ettectiva as Actual. Orthodox Practice since AOP uses twice as mucb practice
as BAOP.

In the alphabet taak, AOP

was

not mont eUective than MOP.. but

there vas • s1gn:lf1cant ditterence in the amount of improvement derived from

these two types of practice in the pursuitmeter task.
B.Jpothes1s

m

reads:.

Baduced Actual Orthodox Practice is as effeotive

as Practice with Ho Knowledge

at Results even

when the over-all. amount of

practice siven to the RAOP iJ'OUP 1s half that of the PNKR group. This
l'qpotbesis was accepted for both
A combination of

~

aroupa.

SUbsidiar.r Bwothesis III i reads:

and Actual Orthodox Practice 18 as effective as

Practice with No Knowledp of Re8Ults although subJects using I+AOP would
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actually practice only one halt the IlUl'Iber of t:r1als as subjects tilo use PNKR.
The hypothesis must be general.l7 acoepted for botb tasks since 1n the alphabet
task there was no difference in the two tJP8S of practice and in the pursu1t-

_ter task I +AOP was more effectiva than PHKR.

Hypothesis In 11 reads:

Actual Orthodox Practioe is more effective than Practice with Ho Knowledge of
Results.

This tvPotbes1s was accepted for the pUJ'8U1tmeter task but not tor

the alphabet pr1nt1n& task, in "'ioh the predicted direction was found but
signU'ioanoe was not quite reached.
B1Potbes1s IV reads:
Orthodox Practice.

Iv i reads:

Imitation Practice is as efteotive as A.otual

This l'qpothesi8 was rejeoted tor both tasks. Bypotbe8is

No Practioe Control is not as etfective as Imitation Practice.

This lvPotbes1s

was accepted in both tasks.

lf1pothesis V:reads:
Actual Orthodox Practice.

fb'potbe81s V 1. reads:

Continual.l7 Correct Practice is as effectiw as
ThiS bwothesis

was rejected in both tasks.

No Practice Control is not as et.tective as Continually

Correct Practice. The bWotbe8is was accepted in both tuk8.
An inter-task oompar18OD ot the effeotiveness of the t7P8S of practice i
the two tasks was oonc:ll£ted and it was found that the oorrelation of the
ranks of the practices in te:nu of etfectiveness bet.....n the two tasks is .881
which was s1gn1ticant at the .01 level of contidan.ce.
A non-s1gn1t1cant correlation of -.60 was found between the ranks of tbe

rates of practice tor six ot the eight group. of the alphabet pr1nting task
and the ranks ot the OYer-all aaount ot perf'Ol"lHJlce iD;>rovelBlt noted.

The

rate of practice does not, therefore, necessar:U.y 1nd1cate the aaaount ot
~t

derived.
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Also, an attempt was made to relate the le&1"tlini of the tasks at hand to
the concept o£ the erorlsional

~

as described b.v Hilgard.

It was agreed
eas~

that the tasks studied and the types of practice used could very

be

giWIll the provisional try - feedback orientation.

'lbe general conclusiOl18 to be presented here are derived .from observati

ot the effectiveness

to both

of the various types of practice as applied

tasks.
To begin with, 8'Il'¥ attempt to reduce the input - feedback in.f'omation
of Actual. Orthodox Practice 10 either

tn>e8

or practice

ot the two tasks studied by any of the

used constitutes a removal. of the practice from the optimum.

The ort.hodox manner of practiciDi supplies the organism with the most

efficient and effecti'Ve means of in.pJ'OVing performance. An interesting
question 1I1hich results from stuc\Ti.ni Actual Orthodox Practice is this:

Is

there some W&7 to make Actual OrU1odax: Practice still more ef'ficient?

By

careful. an.al1sis of the various elements

would

o~

the tasks at

han~

1t be possible to instruct subjects to attend to certain of these elenlmts
vhUe using AOP J thereby heighteD1ng. focl..l8ing. and clarJ..tYing oertain
benetic1al aspects of AOP?
An example of what is meant

b¥ this instruoted attention,

88

it w111 be

called, in the pursuitmeter taak might be this. C&re.tul.l.)" instruct subjects
to have

an auy, relaxed grip on the at;ylua and be eapeciallT oanu""ul

not;

to

app4r &n7 downward prest.tUl'e on the stylus since this s1Dlpl,y as not enhance
pursuit movements, but probably inhibits them.

develop a rbythm:1c

bod:i.l.1' motion to

Also instruct subjects to

their pursuit practicina.

It 18 pro'babl,y

true that most subjeots cIImtlop these two tecbn1ques att.er they have been
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practicing for some time, but by instructed attention, would it be possible
to bring them to a performanoe asymptote sooner or are these two elements
simply conponents ot HUgard's provisionall!Z which must be achieved by the
subject through experiences of input - output- feedback ..output?

It is an

intereatirlg question for future research.
The use o£ Imaginar,. Pract1ee in leam1ng these two tasks does not render

univocal. results.

The reader wUl reoall that IP

as RPC 1."1 learning the pursuit:meter task.

was just abcr\lt as effective

tib7 should IP 7ield

three times

the amount of

intl~nt

as N.PC in the alphabet printing task and just equal

the amount of

1~

yielded by NPC in the pursuitmeter tuk?

been shown

to

tb:roving rope

be e.fteetive in dart
~"'8

throv:i.ns, in basket

~Jb3r

has IP

ball. troe throws and

at a peg, but not in ptU'suitmeter leam1ng? The

conclusion arr1ved upon is that L,

0l'il.7 pursuitmeter

leaming as in none of

the other tasks vbere IP bas been shown to be effective is such a continuous
and rapid interplay and cO(jrdination ot input - output ... feedback ... output
888&17

to effect significant inprovement. The other tasks require discrete

movements which start at some speciticable raoment and end in another moment.
'!'he intemal input and feedback h1Potbaeized as existing in IP seems capable
of effectinc increases in performance only' in tasks where discrete movements
are call.ed for.

An interesting proposal tor future research nd.gbt consider

whether or not IP would be effective in learning to trace a star Si.'lap$ from a
mrror image.

'l'hi8 18 a task in 1.111ch .. continu:1.ng series of movenents ceems

to be operative.

It is an interesting question.

How tor a consideration of combining IF with AOP &'''1d its relative
e.f'fectiveness. All apparent indications point to A(J> doing the vast majority
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of the work in pursuitmeter learning.

In the alphabet printing task it

appears as though a performance asymptote is too rapidly reached to determine
whether or not IP combined with .lOP is more effective than RACP.

.B;y reducing

the total number of trials used, it mAl" be possible to note whether or not IF
coupled with .lOP is more effective than a RAOP condition which would use an
equal number of .lOP trials.
The application of CCP provod to be one of the most interesting aspects

of the entire study.

In both tasks, subjects using OOP improved, but the

amount of improvement was quite negligible when contrasted with that of .lOP.
From the observations made, it can be concluded that any attempt to give an
organism

au

the pattemed movements which it would normal.l1' develop in the

process of provisionally trying, inhibits the proper assimilation and
coordination of input and feedback into the organism so that performance
improvement is minimal.

The pasSive imposition of the necessary movements on

the muscles involved does not begin to compare with the active movement of
muscle groups deriving feedback by' which furt:.her movements can be made.
PlKR is definite17 a limiting element in the acquisition of these two
tasks although its prohibitive aspects seem more pronounced in the pursuitmeter task than in the alphabet printing task.

This is probabl7 so because

of the relativity of the knowledge being limited in the alphabet printing

task.

The subjects had an approximate indication as to how well they were

doing rather than a precise indication.

In further studies involving PNKR

it might be well to consider the specificity of the knowledge being witheld
from a practiCing subject.

Diverse degrees of specificity

ot lcnowledge at

performance undoubtedJ.y' e.ttact performance to diverse utents.

F------------~~~---------------------------------------
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vlb.en subjects initate the mover.ents o£ the two tasks i.nvest4;ated, the

£eedback derived from -those imit£tted moveII'8nts does not have sufficient

inf.'annative vallS to be as e£tective as AD?

on.l¥ coarse feedback information

regL~

The imitated movements yield
the e.t'f'ectivenesa of outputs

executed.

The wcperimont has shown the feasibility of apply1ng • feedback model to

an inter and intra-task study of diverse methods ot practice in the
acquisition of two perceptual motors skills, and hu suagested cert.ain
questions which may warrant future research along these lines.
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